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1. Executive Summary
This document has been prepared in order to provide a clear communication, dissemination and
exploitation strategy for the Shift2Rail funded project CARBODIN (Car Body Shells, Doors and
Interiors), and to describe the tools that have been used to facilitate the widespread of information
and knowledge from the results created by the project, among and beyond the members of the
consortium and the life of the project. In this report, we will present materials and strategies for
communicating and disseminating CARBODIN objectives and results to railway stakeholders and the
scientific community. Those include:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

The creation of a project identity, a public website and a brief multipurpose presentation to be used
as project presentation;
The publication of an electronic newsletter;
A strong social media presence;
The creation of an advisory Board;
Regular publications/articles on the project objectives and achievements;
Active participation in international and European conferences, presentations and events;
Intensive participation of the partners’ networks and advisory board members to spread the project
results; and
The organisation of a final event.

Throughout the project, the WP12 will drive the dissemination of information, particularly for the
purpose of ensuring future exploitation and the collaboration with the other Shift2Rail projects. The
widespread and targeted dissemination of the project outputs is vital to the acceptance and
implementation of the technologies developed and for this reason all the other project partners are
going to be involved in the production and publication of material like project flyer, newsletters,
articles, press releases, presentations and scientific publications. Moreover, it also includes the
partners’ input related to the characterization of the Key Exploitable Results of the project, those
innovation that have the greatest potential in exploitability and impact on the industry. For all 30
project results, the IP claims and foreseen exploitation routes have been collected, as also, the rules
and articles from the Consortium and Grant Agreement to be followed in case of the joint ownership
of results.
The task leader of the Work Package 12 is EURNEX with the support of all partners. EUT has provided
the Exploitation and IPR management dimensions of the deliverable. This includes:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Identification of the expected generated project outcomes and monitoring of possible additional subresults.
Definition of the rules to be followed by the partners to exploit the project outcomes
Description of the path to follow in order to commercially use the CARBODIN results with relevant
complementary S2R projects
Definition of the background and foreground issues

The present document is the second version of deliverable 12.4 “Plan for Dissemination and
Exploitation of Results (PEDR)” submitted on month 27 of the project. As it is built upon the first
version April 2020, this report is a dynamic document that has been revisited and edited periodically
indeed evolved with the project
7
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2. Abbreviations and acronyms
Abbreviation / Acronym
B
CARBODIN
CFM
EAB
ETR
F
GA
IP
IPR
IRJ
JRRT
KER
RGCF
RTR
S2R JU
SHM
STC
TBD
TD
TRA
TRL
UEEIV
UIC
WCRR
WP

Description
Background
Car Body Shells, Doors and Interiors
Call For Members
External Advisory Board
Eisenbahn Technische Rundschau
Foreground
Grant Agreement
Innovation Programme
Intellectual Property Rights
International Railway Journal
Journal of Rail and Rapid Transit
Key Exploitable Results
Revue Générale des Chemins de Fer
European Rail Technology Review
Shift2Rail Joint Undertaking
Structural Health Monitoring
Steering Committee
To Be Discussed
Technology Demonstrator
Transport Research Arena
Technology Readiness Level
Union European Railway Engineering Associations
Union Internationale des Chemins de Fer
World Congress on Railway Research
Work Package
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3. Background
The present document constitutes the Deliverable D12.4 “Plan for Dissemination and Exploitation
of Results (PEDR)” in the framework of the CARBODIN project (topic S2R-OC-IP1-01-2019, GA ID:
881814). CARBODIN “Car Body Shells, Doors and Interiors” is a 27-month project, funded by the
Shift2Rail JU under the European Union Horizon 2020 Research and innovation programme (Grant
Agreement No. 881814), which contributes to the ongoing PIVOT2 project (topic S2R-CFM-IP1-012019, GA ID: 881807).
CARBODIN project answers to the challenges identified in the Shift2Rail Open Call “S2R-OC-IP1-012019: Advanced Car body shells for railways and light material and innovative doors and train
modularity”. The call is inserted on Shift2Rail Innovation Programme 1 - IP1 “Cost-efficient and
Reliable Trains, including high-capacity trains and high speed trains” of the Shift2Rail Master Plan,
and it is related to the topics of Advanced Car body shells for railways and light material and
innovative doors and train modularity.
The Call is associated to the following Technology Demonstrators:
▪

▪

▪

TD 1.3: New generation of car body shells using composite materials for significantly lighter vehicles
that carry more passengers within the same axle load constraints, use less energy and have reduced
impact on rail infrastructure;
TD 1.6: Innovative doors aiming to move away from current access solutions based on honeycomb
and aluminium or steel sheets, towards new lightweight composite structures to improve energy
consumption, noise and thermal transmission and including improved access for people with reduced
mobility;
TD 1.7: Train modularity in use with new modular concepts for train interiors that allow operators to
adapt the vehicle layout to the actual usage conditions, and will improve passenger flows, thus
optimising both the capacity of the vehicle and dwell times.

The present document is the final version of deliverable 12.4 “Plan for Dissemination and
Exploitation of Results (PEDR)” which will be submitted on month 27 of the project. This report
relates to Work Package 12 (Impact boosting activities) which involves five tasks, as follows:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Task 12.1: Standards, TSI and legislation;
Task 12.2: KPIs and impact assessment;
Task 12.3: Economic appraisal of CARBODIN;
Task 12.4: Exploitation and IPR management;
Task 12.5: Dissemination & communication activities.

This report presents an overview of the work performed in tasks 12.4 and 12.5.
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4. Objective/Aim
The overall objective of the Shift2Rail funded project CARBODIN “Car Body Shells, Doors and
Interiors” is to develop innovative and affordable solutions for advanced Car body shells
manufacturing and lightweight material strategies for railways, innovative doors and train
modularity, contributing to S2R IP1 strategy.
By this, CARBODIN will contribute to the next generation of passenger trains that will be lighter and
more energy and cost efficient than the current ones. An important step towards this achievement
will be the use of composite technologies, which still face barriers for full implementation such as
their high costs. Another step is the modular design of interiors and low-cost manufacturing of
vehicles parts.
This document was prepared in order to provide a clear dissemination, communication and
exploitation strategy for CARBODIN, and to describe the tools that has been used to facilitate the
wide spread of information and knowledge from the results created by the project, among and
beyond the members of the consortium (and beyond the life of the project).
Each of the project partners have been actively involved in the dissemination and exploitation
activities. This document has been regularly updated with the report on their activities and with the
potential opportunities for publications, workshops, meetings and other types of events and will be
submitted at month 27 as deliverable 12.4.
In this report, materials and strategies for communicating and disseminating CARBODIN to railway
operators, railway infrastructure managers, European rail supply industry, the scientific community,
the EU-representatives and the general public are presented. These include:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

the creation of a project graphic identity;
the creation of a public website;
the creation of a project flyer;
the use of social media;
the participation in European and International research conferences and congresses;
the publication of 3 peer-reviewed articles;
the publication of 3 conference papers;
the organisation of one External Advisory Board meeting;
the organisation of a final conference.

The objective of the dissemination is to promote CARBODIN results and Shift2Rail. Dissemination
actions targeted relevant groups, such as:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Shift2Rail JU partners;
End-users and industry stakeholders;
Scientific community;
ETPS and other relevant associations.

Throughout the project, the Impact boosting activities work package (WP12) drove the
dissemination of information, particularly for the purpose of ensuring future exploitation.
To this aim, exploitation & IPR management ensures the proper management of the innovations
developed during the CARBODIN after the project end, facilitating the creation of Exploitation
Agreements (EA) and the further development of the results in terms of Research and Development
(R&D) as its implementation in the market.
11

5. Communication activities
5.1 Graphic identity
A cohesive visual identity was created during the first months of the project for use by the CARBODIN
project partners, e.g. logo, documents, reports, presentations, meeting agenda, project flyer and
other external communications. The project identity is of utmost importance to communicate, to be
clearly identified, and to create an experience that encourages people to engage with the
consortium. It also assisted dissemination activities and ensured a consistent communication of the
project concept, objectives and results.

5.1.1 Project logo
As a first step, the project logo was prepared and approved by all partners. This logo has been used
for all dissemination actions and played a key role in creating project association regarding visual
communication.

Figure 1. CARBODIN Logo.

5.1.2 CARBODIN design guidelines
The CARBODIN logo was present on all communication materials produced for the project. The Logo
was represented as it is in a whole, without changes to colour or cutting out parts or cropping. It has
been used in colour as far as it is possible, but could also be used in black and white version when
necessary.

Figure 2. CARBODIN Logo, black and white

5.1.2.1 Font
The font used for the Logo is the Righteous. It’s a free font downloadable from Google
Fonts: https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Righteous.
The font used for texts in official document should be a sans serif; Calibri, Helvetica or Arial.
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5.1.2.2 Typography & Text
(example Calibri, 12/16)
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore
et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud.

5.1.2.3 Colours of the logo
CARBODIN colours are presented in the figure below:

Figure 3. Project colours
White: CMYK:0/0/0/0 RGB: 255/255/255, HEX: #FFFFFF
Black: CMYK:75/68/67/90 RGB: 0/0/0, HEX: # 000000
Blue: HEX #6bc7dd (websecurecolor: #66cccc), RGB (107,199,221) CMYK (52,10,0,13)
Purple: HEX #260423 (websecurecolor: #330033), RGB (38,4,35) CMYK (0,89,8,85)
Red: HEX #a50841 (websecurecolor: #990033), RGB (165,8,65) CMYK (0,95,61,35)
Grey: HEX #b2bfc1 (websecurecolor: #99cccc), RGB (178,191,193) CMYK (8,1,0,24)
Should the colour of the background be the same as in the Logo, the Logo itself can also be presented
in all White:

Figure 4. CARBODIN Logos, white on coloured background
According to the Grant Agreement:
Unless the JU requests or agrees otherwise or unless it is impossible, any dissemination of results (in
any form, including electronic) must: …
(a) display the JU logo and
(b) display the EU emblem and
(c) include the following text:
“This project has received funding from the Shift2Rail Joint Undertaking (JU) under grant agreement
No 881814. The JU receives support from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme and the Shift2Rail JU members other than the Union”.
13

When displayed together with another logo, the JU logo and the EU emblem must have appropriate
prominence.

5.1.3 Templates for presentations and reports
Project templates for PowerPoint presentations, Word reports and meeting agenda and minutes,
were prepared immediately after the creation of the project logo. This report was made according
to the deliverable template that has been used for all project deliverables.

5.1.4 Flyer
An A5 flyer has been prepared in the first months of the project. It contains a synthetic description
of the project background, objectives and expected outcomes as well as facts and figures and the
list of partners at the kick-off date. Due to the COVID-19 outbreak and the subsequent cancellation
of dissemination events, it has been deemed more cost-efficient not to print the flyer in large
quantities but rather use it in a digital format. A pdf version of the flyer has been shared amongst
the consortium members and advertised through social media accounts of project partners.

14

Figure 5. CARBODIN Flyer

5.1.5 Poster
Beside the flyer, a poster has been prepared containing a synthetic description of the project
background, objectives and expected outcomes as well as facts the list of partners at the kick-off
date. Due to the COVID-19 outbreak and the subsequent cancellation of dissemination events, it has
been deemed more cost-efficient not to print the poster in large quantities but rather use it in a
digital format. A pdf version of the flyer has been shared amongst the consortium members.
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Figure 6. CARBODIN Poster

5.2 Project website
A dedicated website was set up at the beginning of the project using the already set graphic identity.
The URL of the website is https://carbodin.eu/. The website is publicly accessible, mobile friendly
and is linked to Google Analytics to keep track of visitors. The public website contains the following
pages:
▪
▪
▪

Presentation of the project: the “About” Page gives the visitors an overview of the project aims,
objectives and work plan.
Consortium: this page displays the list of all partner companies. Access to the partner websites is
allowed by clicking on their respective logos.
News and events: the "News" page provides information on past and upcoming events such as project
meetings, participation in international conferences, etc. It has been updated regularly. News were
also intended to be targeting non-experts, so they have been written in a clear and understandable
manner without technical jargon.
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▪
▪
▪

Documents and download: all CARBODIN publications (Press releases, flyer, newsletter…) and
deliverables produced during the lifespan of the project will be made available in this section.
Contact form: to send messages and requests to the dissemination WP leader;
Members’ area: this tab is reserved to partners and enables them to access the CARBODIN private
area.

Figure 7. CARBODIN Website homepage
The structure of the public website could be adapted and amended to suit the project and partner’s
requirements as delivery occurs. The website will remain online after the end of the project.

5.3 Multipurpose presentation of the project
A PowerPoint presentation has been prepared in the first months of the project. It contains a
synthetic description of the project background, objectives and expected outcomes as well as facts
and figures and the list of partners at the kick-off date. It was intended to be largely presented by
the project partners in all international events, and events organised by the Shift2Rail and the
project partners.

5.4 Social media
The dissemination of the project benefited from a strong and efficient presence in social media.
Twitter and LinkedIn have been the two preferred media for this purpose.
17

5.4.1 CARBODIN Twitter account
A CARBODIN twitter account (@CARBODIN_S2R) was launched at the beginning of the project. It has
been used to convey messages from the CARBODIN project, from the Shift2Rail JU, the partners of
the project and from actors of the railway and transportation sector. To ensure a strong synergy
between the twitter accounts, CARBODIN twitter account has always tagged the Shift2Rail JU and
the communication partners ensured that the CARBODIN Twitter account constantly re-shared and
liked all Shift2Rail Twitter content. Below the homepage of the twitter account at time of issuing this
report:

Figure 8. Homepage of the CARBODIN Twitter account
Regular posts have been prepared by CARBODIN partners for sharing on S2R social media channels.
The list of posts published on the CARBODIN Twitter account is available below in the appendix.

5.4.2 CARBODIN LinkedIn Group
A CARBODIN LinkedIn group has also been created to make more detailed reporting on the project
achievements.
18

Figure 9. Homepage of the CARBODIN LinkedIn Group
These two social media have been used all along the project life to disseminate CARBODIN results
and to enhance the visibility of Shift2Rail to the largest audience possible, in the railways but also in
the transport sector. They benefited from the large presence of S2R and of the project partners in
the social media. The list of posts published on the CARBODIN LinkedIn account, as well as the other
dissemination and communication activities – including press releases – is available below in the
appendix.

5.5 Electronic newsletter
The project produced an electronic newsletter at the end of month 27. This newsletter provides upto-date information on the status and achievements of the project. It has been circulated via emailing lists, via Twitter, LinkedIn and on the project website. In order to ensure that the widest
audience possible is reached, each partner have been asked to use its own mailing list. Content of
CARBODIN newsletters will also be sent to S2R via the S2R Projects Communication Planning Google
sheet.
Additionally, the consortium partners will use their own networks to widely disseminate the results
of the project.
19

6. Dissemination activities
6.1 Target Audience
The dissemination activities focused on spreading the results of CARBODIN project. To this end, a
segmentation of the difference audiences has been made, as shown in Figure 8. The segmentation
divided the audiences in four groups: S2R JU partners, end-user and industry, research community
and ETPS and other relevant associations.

Table 1. Target audience of dissemination activities
The segmentation enabled to tailor the dissemination activities for each stakeholder, reaching a
wide audience and maximizing the impact of the dissemination strategy. The strategy also included
specific tasks to be developed along the CARBODIN project.

6.2 External Advisory Board
An External Advisory Board (EAB) has been established and met on-line due to the COVID-19
outbreak and travel restrictions. It was composed of highly qualified representatives of the research
community and manufacturers and were selected for their expertise in CARBODIN focus area. The
members were: Prof. Markus Hecht, Prof. Kostopoulos Vassilis, Prof. Argyrios Zolotas, Prof. Mareks
Mezītis and Mr. Daniel Claret. The goals of the EAB were to monitor the project and provide input
on stakeholder requirements, compliance with EU regulations, societal and users’ priorities, socioeconomic impacts. The EAB members signed a Non-Disclosure Agreement to ensure open
communication. Moreover, materials and data shared with the EAB by the project partners have
been first cleared by the consortium. The EAB, as a consultative body without direct decision faculty
strongly influencing the progress of the project, contributed to the attainment of high-quality project
outcomes aligned with society’s needs, values and expectations.
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Figure 10. Some of the participants at the EAB meeting, held online on 17th January 2022
The EAB met online on 17th January 2022. The project partners presented CARBODIN results, and
the members provided insights in reviewing the project innovations with perspectives from industry
and academia. Members of the Board and CARBODIN partners engaged in a wide discussion on the
innovations developed within the three CARBODIN blocks – carbody shell, doors and interiors –
which proved to be rich in feedbacks and insights. This event allowed CARBODIN to identify the best
exploitation strategies for its innovative results.

6.3 Participation in International Conferences and Fora
Apart from the final conference, other conferences and public events have been targeted where
CARBODIN could be presented and communicated to a wide audience. However, the already
mentioned COVID-19 outbreak limited the possibility of the project to be presented in several events
and conferences which have been cancelled. Nevertheless, CARBODIN adapted its dissemination
target to the digital environment of most conferences and participated remotely to the following
events:
Event

Date

Website

2020 International
Conference on
Electrical,
Communication, and
Computer Engineering
(ICECCE)
Digital Monorail
Workshop and

12th – 13th June https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/conh
2020
ome/9169751/proceeding

19th
–
22nd https://monorailex.org/content/digit
September 2020
al-monorail-workshop-and-

CARBODIN
representative
CERTH

CG Rail

21

Presentations 2020
Composites in Rail
Composites Virtual
Summit
JEC Korea

presentations-2020
19th – 22nd
October 2020*
19th – 22nd
October 2020
24th – 26th
November 2020*

El Transporte
Ferroviario y la
Estrategia de Movilidad
Sostenible y Conectada

30th November
2020

Sino & German Forum
on Composites
Engineering and
Applications

25th – 26th March
2021

Transcom 2021
REV-2021
ETFA 2021
2021 International
Conference on
Electrical, Computer,
Communications and
Mechatronics
Engineering (ICECCME)
ICPSCM 2021
International
Conference on Polymer
Science and Composite
Materials

26th – 28th May
2021*
14th – 16th June
2021*
7th – 10th
September 2021*

https://www.ami.international/even
ts/event?Code=C0998#13047
https://www.ami.international/even
ts/event?Code=VE004
https://www.jeccomposites.com/ev
ents/jec-korea-2020/
https://eventos.upm.es/57365/detai
l/el-transporte-ferroviario-y-laestrategia-de-movilidad-sostenibley-conectada_-aportaciones-desdeu.html
https://compositesunited.com/en/events/sino-germanforum-on-composites-engineeringand-applications/
http://www.transcomconference.com/about-conference/

CG Rail
CG Rail
CG Rail

EURECAT

CG Rail

EURNEX

https://www.rev2021.org/

UPHF

https://2021.ieee-etfa.org/

AIMEN

7th – 8th October
2021

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/conh
ome/9590450/proceeding

CERTH

8th – 10th
November 2021

https://10times.com/e1ss-rs34-h1f2

AIMEN

http://www.irsa.rwthaachen.de/en/review2021.php?x=50
&xx=50&y=1
*Events postponed from original planning dates due to COVID-19.
IRSA – 3rd International 21st – 23rd
Railway Symposium
November 2021

DICEA

Furthermore, with the relaxation of travel restriction, the consortium was represented at the
following events physically:
Event

Date and venue

16th International Rail 26th – 28th February 2020
Vehicle Conference
Dresden, Germany
21st – 24th September 2021
TRAKO 2021
Gdansk, Poland

Website

CARBODIN
representative

https://www.radschiene.de/

CG Rail

http://www.trakofair.com/

VUZ, ENDEGO

22

17th International Rail 22nd – 24th September 2021
Vehicle Conference
Dresden, Germany*

https://www.eurailpress.de/r
ad-schiene#tab-83165

25th – 27th November 2021 https://eurasiarail.eu/Page/ab
Istanbul, Turkey
out-events-2021
th
st
30
November – 1
https://europa.eu/year-ofRail Live!
December 2021
rail/events/rail-live_en
Madrid, Spain
*Events postponed from original planning dates due to COVID-19.
Eurasia Rail 2021

CG Rail
VUZ
MASATS,
EURECAT

Moreover, despite being postponed after the project lifespan due to the COVID-19 pandemic and
travel restriction, CARBODIN partners will represent the project at the following events:
Website

Event

Date and venue

Thermosense

5th – 7th April 2022
Orlando, Florida, USA

https://spie.org/si22/conference
details/thermosense?SSO=1

JEC World 2022

3rd – 5th May 2022
Paris, France

https://www.jeccomposites.com/
events/jec-world-2022/
https://www.compositesworld.co
m/events/details/compositesandwich-2022

Composite
Sandwich
Conference 2022
MATCOMP XIV
Congreso
Nacional
de
Materiales
Compuestos

24th – 25th May 2022
Halle, Germany

CARBODIN
representative
CERTH
CG Rail, AIMEN
AIMEN, CG Rail,
SMT

21st – 23rd June 2022
Sevilla, Spain

http://www.matcomp21.org/MA
TCOMP21

AIMEN, CG Rail,
SMT

21st – 23rd June 2022
Utrecht, the Netherlands
26th – 30th June 2022
Lausanne, Switzerland

https://www.railtecheurope.com/?gdpr=accept

ENDEGO

https://eccm20.org/

AIMEN

11th EWSHM

4th – 7th July 2022
Palermo, Italy

https://www.kongreuzmani.com/
10-european-workshop-onstructural-health-monitoringewshm.html

AIMEN

ICCM23

30th July – 4th August 2023,
Belfast, UK

https://iccm23.org/

AIMEN

http://www.railwaysconference.c
om/

DICEA

https://www.innotrans.de/en/

SMT, GC Rail

RailTech Expo
ECCM22

5th International
Conference
on
August 2022
Railway
Technology
20th – 23rd September 2022
InnoTrans 2020
Berlin, Germany
September 2022
IFAC HMS 2022
San Jose, California, USA
14th – 17th November 2022
TRA 2022
Lisbon, Portugal

https://tc.ifaccontrol.org/4/5/activities
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/even
t/conference/tra-2020

UPHF
AIMEN, DICEA
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The WP12 partners have been active in tracking the possibility for the project promotion and
dissemination through the pandemic period. Moreover, the consortium still managed to join major
events and conferences presenting objectives, results and achievements of the project. CARBODIN
project made extra efforts in dissemination in all the ways possible despite the inevitable changes
in conference and event schedules.

6.4 Publications and articles
Regular information has been published through the usual channels of the different associations
involved in the project, such as:
▪
▪

▪

Shift2Rail channels;
UIC e-News: an article has been published in the weekly UIC electronic letter for each event as well
as any important result achieved by the project partners. The UIC e-News is sent to more than 4000
addresses in the railway community all around the world. These articles have also been made
available on the project website;
All existing communication and dissemination channels of the partners involved in CARBODIN. These
include (electronic) newsletters, websites of the project partners and partner related communication
or working events.

Moreover, the project partners produced six scientific publication throughout the project lifetime.
The scientific articles produced within the CARBODIN framework are:
▪

▪

▪

Tsenis Theocharis, Spyrou Evangelos D., Kappatos Vassilios, An initial acousto-ultrasonic experimental
investigation of defects in composite specimens used in the transportation domain. Vibroengineering
PROCEDIA, Vol. 34, 2020, p. 66-71. https://doi.org/10.21595/vp.2020.21759
Evangelos D. Spyrou, Theocharis Tsenis, Vassilios Kappatos, Acousto-ultrasonic analysis of defects in
composite specimens used in transportation domain. Journal of Measurements in Engineering, Vol.
9, Issue 2, 2021, p. 117-127. https://doi.org/10.21595/jme.2021.21932
Enjalbert, S.; Gandini, L.M.; Pereda Baños, A.; Ricci, S.; Vanderhaegen, F. Human–Machine Interface
in Transport Systems: An Industrial Overview for More Extended Rail Applications. Machines 2021, 9,
36. https://doi.org/10.3390/machines9020036

The following scientific academic papers have been presented in international conferences and
accepted in their proceedings:
▪

▪

Theocharis Tsenis, Evangelos D. Spyrou and Vassilios Kappatos, "Design of a Distributed Low-Cost and
Low-Power Sensor Unit based on Acceleration Principle," 2020 International Conference on Electrical,
Communication, and Computer Engineering (ICECCE), Istanbul, Turkey, 2020, pp. 1-6.
https://doi.org/10.1109/ICECCE49384.2020.9179469
Evangelos D. Spyrou, Theocharis Tsenis and Vassilios Kappatos, "Experimental Setup of integrated
Wireless Accelerometer Network with LTE Gateway for a Rail Car Body Health Monitoring
Application," 2021 International Conference on Electrical, Computer, Communications and
Mechatronics
Engineering
(ICECCME),
2021,
pp.
1-6.
https://doi.org/10.1109/ICECCME52200.2021.9591140
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▪

Evangelos D. Spyrou, Theocharis Tsenis, Vassilios Kappatos, Structural Health Monitoring of new
Generation Train Carbodies, 10th International Congress on Transportation Research (ICTR) 20211

Moreover, at the time of the production of this report, CARBODIN submitted the following journal
articles:
▪

▪

Evangelos D. Spyrou, Vassilios Kappatos, Application of Forward Error Correction (FEC) Codes in
Wireless Acoustic Emission Structural Health Monitoring on Railway Infrastructures, Infrastructures
Journal (https://www.mdpi.com/journal/infrastructures). The article has been submitted and the
authors are waiting for its acceptance.
M. Augustyniak, P. Kaznowska, Generalized form of a standard Helmholtz resonator - an analytical
formula and a numerical proof of concept, Journal of Sound and Vibration
(https://www.journals.elsevier.com/journal-of-sound-and-vibration). The article has been submitted
and the authors are waiting for its acceptance.

The following conference papers have been submitted as well:
▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

Vassilios Kappatos, Alkiviadis Tromaras, Evangelos D. Spyrou, Theocharis Tsenis, CARBODIN and
GEARBODIES projects: monitoring and inspection in composite rail carbody shell, Thermosense 2022
(https://spie.org/si22/conferencedetails/thermosense?SSO=1). The paper has been accepted.
Theocharis Tsenis, George Kapsimanis, Vassilios Kappatos, Mayorkinos Papaelias, Interfacial Metal Composite Joint Failure Detection through Acoustic Emission, 10th SCCE International Conference
(https://lfme.gr) The paper has been submitted and the authors are waiting for its acceptance.
Theocharis Tsenis, George Kapsimanis, Vassilios Kappatos, Mayorkinos Papaelias, Road Terrain ML
Classification through On-Board Accelerometer and Gyroscope, 10th SCCE International Conference
(https://lfme.gr) The paper has been submitted and the authors are waiting for its acceptance.
Cristiana Piccioni, Stefano Ricci, Arbra Bardhi, Polis Karatzas, Rail Vehicle Accessibility: Towards an
Autonomous Train Usage for All Passengers, TRA 2022 (https://traconference.eu). The paper has
been submitted and the authors are waiting for its acceptance.
Merlevede J.V., Enjalbert S., Henon F., Pereda Banos A., Ricci S., Vanderhaegen F. (2022). Expectations
of train drivers for innovative driving cabin. IFAC Human-Machine Systems (https://tc.ifaccontrol.org/4/5/activities). The paper has been submitted and the authors are waiting for its
acceptance.
M. Augustyniak, O. Plata, Numerical bench for optimization of Helmholtz resonators, RailTech Expo
(https://www.railtech-europe.com/?gdpr=accept). The paper has been submitted and the authors
are waiting for its acceptance.
Laura Mera Alvarez, On the design of composite sandwich structures for train car body shell
applications, Composite-Sandwich 2022
(https://www.compositesworld.com/events/details/composite-sandwich-2022). The paper has been
submitted and the authors are waiting for its acceptance.
Laura Mera Alvarez, Novel manufacturing approaches for car body shell applications based on
sandwich structures, ECCM 22 (https://eccm20.org/) The paper has been submitted and the authors
are waiting for its acceptance.

1

The authors asked the conference for open access to the proceedings. The official reply from the conference committee
is awaited.
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▪

▪

Laura Mera Alvarez, Automatization in new manufacturing approaches for body shell applications,
MATCOMP21 (http://www.matcomp21.org/MATCOMP21) The paper has been submitted and the
authors are waiting for its acceptance.
Laura Mera Alvarez, Novel manufacturing approaches for car body shell applications based on
sandwich structures, MATCOMP21 (http://www.matcomp21.org/MATCOMP21) The paper has been
submitted and the authors are waiting for its acceptance.

6.5 CARBODIN videos
On 4th October 2021, the CARBODIN video has been released for dissemination. The video featured
the project results in a clear way, targeting a non-technical audience. The video has been published
on the project website at this link - https://carbodin.eu/2021/10/04/carbodin-video/ - and has been
shared on the project social media accounts.
Moreover, the consortium released and will release a series of videos showing the results of
CARBODIN activities at WS level. The videos already available are published on the project website
at this link - https://carbodin.eu/2022/02/24/carbodin-videos/ - and have been shared on the
project social media accounts. The above mentioned link will be continuously updated to include
the upcoming videos, that will also be shared on the project social media accounts one by one to
improve the audience targeted.

6.6 Organisation of the Final Event
The CARBODIN final event has been organised in month 27, on 24th and 25th February 2022. To
ensure maximum participation, invitations have been sent to the key actors in the field. The event
has been held online, due to the increase of COVID-19 cases amongst the project partners.
The final event provided a platform to discuss the achieved results of the project, including the end
users’ perspective. Solutions for the identified problems and challenges have been presented based
on the CARBODIN project results and the harmonisation of needs, requirements and demands facing
the Shift2Rail expectations have been discussed. The partners also presented the technologies
developed and enhanced by CARBODIN along with the results of the validation to prepare the
implementation of CARBODIN recommendations. Jointly next to the Exploitation Task Leader, a 1h
30 minutes session was organized on Friday 25th February at 11.30 in which external and internal
end-users interested in CARBODIN’s results joined and engaged in conversations with project
partners. The total attendees for that session was 41 professionals including partners and after the
presentation of each of the 12 Key Exploitable Results, 10 minutes were dedicated to solve potential
doubts. Some of the end-users and partners agreed to continue their conversations the following
days.
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Figure 11. Some of the participants at the Final Meeting, held online the 24 th and 25th of
February of 2022
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7. Exploitation plan
The Exploitation Plan (EP) is designed to maximize the impact of CARBODIN’s developments and
prepare the transition towards market uptake to fully achieve the expected impact. The EP describes
the activities to be undertaken (how and by whom) in order to ensure the exploitation beyond the
project itself. This exploitation strategy is built-up as a result of sound analysis of potential users,
market agents and financial sustainability. It is important to bear in mind that CARBODIN partners
have different backgrounds, core businesses and purposes. Thus, there are several different entities
into 3 Research and Technology Organisations, 3 Academia Organizations, 2 Associations, 1
Certification Body and 4 Industrial partners.
In this deliverable, the exploitation strategy and IPR Management (including background and
foreground Know-how issues will be further developed making use of the following methodology:

List of exploitable results
Categories,
Value proposition,
Target users
IPR protection
Main ownership
and partners
involved

BF-MULO
IP Claims
(Background or
foreground)
Foreseen
exploitation routes
(making, use,
licensing and
others)

Prioritisation of results
KER Tables
Innovation,
exploitation and
Further
impact on the
industry criteria to development of
the value
select the KER
proposition,
next to the project
analysis of market
coordinator +
and competitors,
partners
target customers
(individual
exploitation plans)

Figure 12. IPR analysis (background and foreground)
Following this methodology after the development of the list of exploitable results, IPR management
will be implemented by collecting the Intellectual Property Claims from all partners and also, to
monitor the IPR considered by partners, its typology (patent, copyright, utility model, etc.) and also,
whether it is an individual or joint ownership. After the prioritization of project results, Key
Exploitable Results will be extracted and further detailed by a more extensive explanation of topics
related to market strategy, positioning and IPR management of the result. Also, Exploitation
Agreement (EA) aspects to consider will be included.

7.1 Identification of project results
The list of 30 exploitable results detected is shown below, in light blue and bold letters are the Key
Exploitable Results, to be explained later. As a brief analysis, the vast majority of results are
categorized in Procedures and Designs protected by the Trade secret protection and Know-how
28

protected by Copyright, normally exploited through publications.
Currently, there are 3 patent possibilities being studied, 2 related to KER 11: An improved train
boarding device and its implementation process (Result 11 – Masats) and 1 related to KER 2 :
Integrated low voltage circuits in wall roof floor panel (Result 17 – EUT and SMT). More details are
presented in Table 8 and Table 22).
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N

Name

Value proposition

Category

W
S

End-users, sectors

Exploitation
route

Potential
IPR
protectio
n

Main Other
owner/ involve
s
d

1

Modular tools for producing Special know-how in design
different parts by vacuum of
adjustable
modular Design
infusion technology
moulds.

Patent
applicati
Composite
Part
EUT,
Manufacturers,
mould Manufacturing and ons not
1
allowed. SMT CG
manufacturers, train car internal use
RAIL
Trade
body manufacturers
secret.

1.1

Through the modularity, less
moulds are needed to
Mould tool design for
manufacture different parts
producing different parts for
Design
depending on the geometry.
carbody
It supposes an important
cost saving in moulds.

1

Composites manufacturers: Licencing, Internal Trade
secret
RAIL, AUTO, AERO
use, research

EUT,
SMT

1.2

Know-how in appropriate
Material selection for mould
materials for moulds for car
manufacturing for carbody
Procedure
body train components
parts
obtained by infusion tech

1

Composites manufacturers: Licencing, Internal Trade
secret
RAIL, AUTO, AERO
use, research

EUT,
SMT

1.3

Know-how in appropriate
Surface finish for carbody finish surface for carbody
Procedure
parts
train components obtained
by infusion tech

1

Composites manufacturers: Licencing, Internal Trade
secret
RAIL, AUTO, AERO
use, research

EUT,
SMT
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1.4

Manufacture of inserts by 3D Faster manufacturer of
printing
with
special inserts compared to the
Product
materials
for
carbody traditional way. Greater
Moulds
versatility and cheaper

Mould manufacturers for
composites: RAIL, AUTO, Licencing, Internal Trade
1
secret
AERO.
3D
printing use, research
companies.

EUT

SMT

1.5

Improve the surface finish
Post processing of inserts
and get more thermal
obtained by 3D printing with
resistance. Also, improve Procedures
special materials (coating)
porosity issues in the
for carbody molds
printed materials

Mould manufacturers for
composites: RAIL, AUTO, Licencing, Internal Trade
1
secret
AERO.
3D
printing use, research
companies.

EUT

SMT

1.6

Integral design of a sidewall
with integrated door cutout
Integral composite sidewall
avoids many additional Design
design
parts for adjustable door
frames

1 Train designers

2

Predictive maintenance: a
low cost, low power, low
speed mounted across car
Car body Structural Health body with accelerometers
Monitoring Systems (SHM) and gyroscopes modules
Design
for Composites and for sensing car body's structural
Metal-Composite Interfaces variables utilized with AI
algorithm
to
increase
artificially the received
signal
bandwidth
and

Transport, energy and civil Technology
or Trade
2 sector
infrastructures, consultancy service secret.
among other sectors.
directly to industry.

For partners as
internal use only Trade
instead of CG RAIL secret
(inventor of design
concept)

CG RAIL

CERTH

AIMEN,
UIC,
SMT
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resolution
capability.
Acoustic emission sensor
net either working in full
bandwidth range or in low
power, low speed detecting
facial
and
interface
disconnections
and
corrosions.

2.1

Acoustic emission sensor
net either working in full
bandwidth range or in low
power, low speed detecting
Design
of
Wireless
facial
interface
accelerometers and acoustic
disconnections
and Design
emission sensor nodes for
corrosions. By adding AI we procedure
Structural
Health
achieved capability in
Monitoring
measuring
variable
changing rapidly in time
domain and preserving at
the same time the low cost.

&

Transport, energy and civil Technology
or Trade
2 sector
infrastructures, consultancy service secret.
among other sectors.
directly to industry.

CERTH

UIC

32

Licensing: AIMEN may
commercialize
the
FOS system through
service
provision
(devoted FOS systems
design
for
each
specific application) if
solely
commercialized.

2.2

Signal interpretation that
associates temperature to
System Designs of Fiber
signals from the Fiber Optic Design
Optic Sensors
Sensors (FOS) embedded in
the composite

If
jointly Trade
commercialized with secret
Sectors that use composite
the
car
body and/or
2 materials that need to be
AIMEN
components,
the copyrigh
monitored
system
will
be t
included with the
composite
component
(hardware) and the
interpretation
software
by
the
equipment provider
and AIMEN will be
reimbursed
by
licensing its IPR

UIC
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3

Cost-effective
manufacturing process Automated out of autoclave
simulation of resin flow
process based on smart and
behavior
temperature Procedure
self-heating moulds and
distribution
or
mould
membranes
distribution for high quality
part manufacturing

Broad array of industrial
sectors
with
special Licensing/Technolo
emphasis on transport, gy
service
or Trade
3 energy and civil sector. consultancy
secret
Composite
part services directly to
manufacturers,
Mould industry
manufacturers

AIMEN,
CERTH,
SMT, CG
RAIL

4

Robotized lay-up and laser
Laser
trimming
path
cutting preform for car body
Design
generation with software
composite manufacturing

Licensing/Technolo
Broad array of industrial
gy
service
or Trade
sectors
with
special
3
consultancy
secret
emphasis on transport,
services directly to
energy and civil sector
industry

AIMEN,
CERTH,
EUT, CG
RAIL

5

Special Know-how about
design and processes of
joining technologies for
thick-walled
composite
Multi-material
integrated structures (with composite
joints and inserts for and metallic structures) by Procedure
composite manufacturing
using lock bolts, blinds
fasteners
and
other
fasteners as well as
adhesive. Achieves a weight
reduction

Broad array of industrial Licensing/Technolo
sectors
with
special gy
service
or Trade
4 emphasis on transport, consultancy
secret
energy and civil sector. services directly to
Designers
industry

AIMEN,
EUT,
UIC,
SMT
SMT, CG
RAIL
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5.1

Joining of inserts for modular
Know-how in techniques for
tools
for
composite
joining inserts, obtaining big
manufacturing and the post
inserts that may be more Procedure
processes necessary to
difficult to obtain by 3D
obtain optimal
surface
printing
finnish and resinproof

Companies
that
manufacture composited: Know-how
4 RAIL. AUTO, AERO. Also internal
companies involved in 3D research
printing

5.2

Process simulation to find
out the best suitable
arrangements for resin inlet
Process
simulation
of
and
outlet
under
realistic composite structure
Procedure
consideration of estimating
with integrated insert
the manufacturing quality,
impregnating dry textiles
covering an insert

Internal
use,
acquisition
of
Part
and
Mould projects or convince Trade
4
manufacturers, designers customers
for secret
development
of
high-quality designs

CG Rail

6

Weight reduction. Cost and
3D printed tools and inserts
time-effective
for composite car body
Design
manufacturing
process
manufacturing
(process integration)

Licensing/Technolo
Broad array of industrial
gy
service
or Trade
sectors
with
special
4
consultancy
secret
emphasis on transport,
services directly to
energy and civil sector
industry

EUT,
AIMEN,
UIC,
SMT, CG
RAIL

for Trade
use, secret

EUT

SMT
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7

7.1

8

Weight reduction. Cost and
time-effective
Manufacturing process of comanufacturing
process
cured
and
co-bonded
(process
integration).
composite
parts
for
Design
Special Know-how about cocomposite
car
body
curing and co-bonding for
manufacturing
integral composite design
and function integration

Licensing/Technolo
Broad array of industrial
gy
service
or Trade
sectors
with
special
4
consultancy
secret
emphasis on transport,
services directly to
energy and civil sector
industry

AIMEN,
EUT,
UIC,
SMT, CG
RAIL

Integrated design reduced
Integrated composite joints manual assembly efforts,
for attachment to composite composite-friendly design Design
panels
for several attachments at
composite panels

Chance of being a
Broad array of industrial common solution
sectors
with
special for composite trains Trade
4 emphasis on transport, and other transport secret
energy and civil sector. vehicles - possible
Designers
for
patent
application

CG Rail

Modular tool for composite
door leaves manufacturing

Several
rolling
stock
manufacturers are
already demanding
weight reduction
Passenger
wagon and
improved Trade
5 manufacturers, refurbishes thermoacoustic
secret
or railway operators
performance
on
door
systems.
Composite doors
can
provide
possible solutions
to this demand.

MASATS
, EUT,
SMT

Product
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8.1

Through the modularity of
the molds, less Moulds are
Mould tool design for needed to manufacture
composite door leaves different parts depending Design
manufacturing
on the geometry. It
supposes an important cost
saving in Moulds.

Composites
5 manufacturers:RAIL, AUTO, Internal use
AERO

Trade
secret

EUT;
SMT

8.2

Know-how in appropriate
Materials
selection
for
materials for Moulds for
Mould manufacturing for
Procedures
composite door leaves
composite door leaves
manufacturing

Composites
5 manufacturers:RAIL, AUTO, Internal use
AERO

Trade
secret

EUT,
SMT

8.3

Know-how in appropriate
Surface finish for composite
finish surface for composite Procedures
door leaves
door leaves

Composites
5 manufacturers:RAIL, AUTO, Internal use
AERO

Trade
secret

EUT,
SMT

8.4

Faster manufacturer of
Manufacturing of inserts by
inserts compared to the
3D printing with special
Product
traditional way. Greater
materials
versatility and cheaper

Composites
manufacturers:RAIL, AUTO,
5
Internal use
AERO. Also companies
involved in 3D printing

Trade
secret

EUT
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8.5

Improve the surface finish
Post processing of inserts and get more thermal
obtained by 3D printing with resistance. Also, improve Procedures
special materials (coating) porosity issues in the
printed materials

Composites
manufacturers:RAIL, AUTO,
5
Internal use
AERO. Also companies
involved in 3D printing

Trade
secret

EUT

9

General structural analysis
and comparison between an
aluminum and composite
Structural FEM simulation of door leaf. This is not a fullKnow-how
a composite door
scale analysis but a brief
FEM to explore the
possibilities/viability of a
composite structure.

Companies
that
5 manufacture door systems Internal use
for the rail industry.

Trade
secret

MASATS
, EUT,
SMT

10

Solutions for thermal & Noise
reduction
acoustic insulation
thermal comfort

10.1

HTRL design concept and
Design concept for train door HTRL1 design example,
with Helmholtz resonators including
Helmholtz
Design
between the door covers resonators for sound level
(HRTL, HRTL1)
attenuation and improved
thermal
behavior
by

and

Know-how

6

Internal
use, Trade
education process secret
progress

5,
6,
8

Internal use

Trade
secret

ENDEGO
DICEA, EUT
MASATS

ENDEGO

MASAT
S, EUT
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application of elements
made
of
laminate
respectively, of polymer
materials
with
weight
decrease potential and
competitive prices (also
investigated)

10.2

The MASATS door has been
investigated for thermal
behaviour;
modification
Door design solutions for variants have been checked
improvement of thermal numerically with parameter Know-how
behaviour
sensitivity
analysis;
conclusions and hints for
improvements have been
formulated

10.3

Model
suitable
for
estimation of vestibule
Numerical acoustic model of
noise levels given the door Procedure
a train vestibule
inner-surface
vibration
velocities.

Trade
secret

6

Internal use

6

Further
research
and development Trade
and
education secret
purposes

MASATS
ENDEGO

DICEA

ENDEG
O

39

A new configuration of
Helmholtz resonators has
been proposed with some Product
practical advantages proved
numerically

10.4

Acoustic wall solution

11

This is a multi-use access
device that it detects the
platform position with the
train, and it deploys
automatically as a ramp,
An improved train boarding step or a gap bridge. The
device
and
its systema adapts horizontally Product
implementation process
or vertically with respect to
the trains position with
respect to the platform
level. This operation is done
AUTOMATICALLY without a
specific input from the end

6

Internal use

Trade
secret
and/or
utility
model.
Patent
dismisse
d
(a
similar ENDEGO
solution
has been
claimed
2019 by
Xerox in
Japan
and
Europe)

2
patents
being
studied.
Passenger
wagon
Trade
DICEA
7 manufacturers and railway Commercialisation secret &
MASATS
planning authorities
Copyrigh
t
(softwar
e)

40

user.

11.1

Experiments were carried
out
at
the
MASATS
premises, by involving a
heterogeneous sample of 11
PRM. The aim was to
measure the Boarding and
Testing activities on train Alighting times collected
Procedure
boarding device
from MASATS’s prototype in
different disability type and
criticality level scenarios (i.e.
performing
a
specific
number of simultaneous
alighting and boarding per
train door).

Master and PhD students, Further
research
producers of accessibility and development Copyrigh
7
DICEA
systems and components, and
education t / None
railway undertakings
purposes

MASAT
S

12

The developed testing
Flexible testing tools, reProcedure
includes
usable for validation and
Procedure
selection of parameters to
certification
be measured and surveyed,

Master and PhD students, Further
research
producers of accessibility and development Copyrigh
7
DICEA
systems and components, and
education t / None
railway undertakings
purposes

MASAT
S
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selection of PRM groups
according to the mobility
problems
and
postprocessing of results for the
optimization of design
and/roar acceptance of the
devices

13

The
design
and
development of a modular
floor, easy to plug and play.
The objective is to design a
system that allows to set
different
configuration,
reduce the use of tools and
Modular interior's concepts
the assembly/disassembly Design
for the floor
time. The reason is because
there is the need within the
sector to be adaptable to a
world constantly changing,
so an entire car body shell
could be renewed in an
easy and profitable way.

Further research
and development
to increase the TRL,
Railway manufacturers and
pilot collaborations Trade
8 other sectors: offices floors,
and
testing, secret
aviation, transport, etc.
services provision,
consultancy
services, etc.

EUT

14

Virtual
Reality
environments with the
objective of analyzing
Virtual immersive interior ergonomics, habitability for
Software
design configurator tool
seats, passenger mobility,
individual space available,
and measurement of the
virtual
gaze.
VR

Licensing/Technolo
SNCF
(French
railway
gy
service
or Trade
8. operator). Many other
consultancy
secret
5 sectors: aviation, transport,
services directly to
etc.
industry.

EUT

RWTH

42

configurator will let user
configure the interior of the
new train

No IPR is used,
maybe
own
gathered material
information
and
part simulation know- Trade
mould how, but Patent secret
applications based
on this background
by any parties are
not allowed (CG
RAIL)

15

Simulation of resin flow
behavior in VARI processes
and finding the best
Process
Infusion process simulation suitable resin inlet/outlet
simulation
arrangement
for
manufacturing and high
quality

Composite
9 manufacturers,
manufacturers

15.1

Through the modularity, less
moulds are needed to
Mould tool design for
manufacture different parts
composite train interiors
Design
depending on the geometry.
manufacturing
It supposes an important
cost saving in moulds

Composites
9 manufacturers:RAIL, AUTO, Internal use..
AERO

Trade
secret

Composites
9 manufacturers:RAIL, AUTO, Internal use
AERO

Trade
secret

EUT

15.2

Know-how in appropriate
Materials
selection
for
materials for Moulds for
Mould for composite train
Procedures
train interior components
interiors
obtained by infusion tech

Composites
9 manufacturers:RAIL, AUTO, Internal use
AERO

Trade
secret

EUT

15.3

Know-how in appropriate
Surface finish for composite
finish surface for train Procedures
train interiors
interior
components

CG Rail SMT

EUT SMT

SMT

SMT
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obtained by infusion tech

15.4

Faster manufacturer of
Manufacturing of inserts
inserts compared to the
obtained by 3D printing with
Product
traditional way. Greater
special materials
versatility and cheaper

Composites
9 manufacturers:RAIL, AUTO, Internal use
AERO

Trade
secret

EUT

SMT

15.5

Improve the surface finish
Post processing of inserts by and get more thermal
3D printing with special resistance. Also, improve Procedures
materials (coating)
porosity issues in the
printed materials

Composites
9 manufacturers:RAIL, AUTO, Internal use
AERO, 3D printing

Trade
secret

EUT

SMT

16.1

Synthesis
in
cognitics
(cognition and automation),
in human factor and return
on experience in different
State of the Art of HMI in
industries (aeronautics, car, Know-how
transport industries
etc.) for HMI design. Special
focus on new technologies
that can be added in future
cabins

1 Railway
manufacturers Research,
0 (PIVOT2 from S2R)
publication.

Copyrigh
DICEA
t

UPHF,
EUT

16.2

Recommendations
and
proposal of pertinent new
Proposals of pertinent new HMI as an input for the
Know-how
HMI
design of PIVOT-2's new
concept of cabin (mainly
sound and gestural based

Further
research
1 Railway
manufacturers and development Copyrigh
UPHF
0 (PIVOT2 from S2R)
and
education t
purposes

EUT,
DICEA,
UIC
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interfaces)

Trade
secret.
Other
IPR
protecti
ons,
EUT,
patent SMT
among
them,
are
being
studied.

17

Low
voltage
power
Integrated low voltage
distribution,
reducing
circuits in wall roof floor
Product
weight and improving
panel
panels interconnections

18

Publications of results and
the latest developments Communicatio
Publication of peer-reviewed
introduced
within
the n
and 1
articles in high impact
All value chain and industry
CARBODIN project in the dissemination 2
journals
main industry journals results
(collected in D12.4)

Open
access
solution / Follow up Copyrigh All
research,
policy t
partners
change

19

Increased understanding
for the application, new Design
1,
Wide range of modular approaches and joining material and
5, Composites
vacuum infusion moulds
solutions, useful for many process
9
different resin infusion Know-how
processes

Internal use
composite
products

1 Railway
manufacturers
1 (PIVOT2 from S2R)

for Trade
secret

EUT,
SMT, CG
Rail
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20

New
path
for
Design
Modular vacuum infusion manufacturing, shift from
material and
molds
GRP Mould to PU or EP
5 Composites
process
for RTMlight
boards,
know-how
at the same time modular

Internal use for Trade
composite products secret

EUT,
SMT

21

New
layer
laminates

Thin
multi-sandwich Design
structure structures for material material and
9 Composites
saving, weight reduction process
and high flexural strength know-how

Use for composite Trade
secret
products

SMT

CG Rail

22

New
layer
sandwich

Design
material and 1.
New material combination
Composites
process
5
know-how

Use for composite Trade
secret
products

SMT

GC RAIL
EUT

23

Flexural, embroidered cloth Design
New kind of heated silicon in combination with the material and
3 Composites
membrane
generation of cuts by process
simulation
know-how

Internal use for Trade
composite products secret

SMT

GC RAIL

24

Introduction
of
a Design
Vacuum infusion monitoring temperature
monitoring material and
3 Composites
with silicon membranes
system during the vacuum process
infusion
know-how

internal use for Trade
composite products secret

SMT

25

Pressure sensors direct in Design
Data
collection
with
the composite with a cable material and
infusionated
pressure
2 Composites
execution connected to an process
sensors
online data collecting cloud know-how

internal use for Trade
composite products secret

SMT

26

Integration joints

Trade
Use for composite secret

SMT

structure

Feasible option for the Design

4 Composites

GC RAIL
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vacuum infusion process

material and
process
know-how

products

27

We determine the absolute
Comparison of structural limits of sound insulation
optimisation algorithms of a efficiency for a given Know-how
sound insulating panel
material, panel thickness
and a fixed total mass.

Producers of means of
transport, buildings, and
Scientific
6 other
objects
where
publication
acoustic
behaviour
is
important

Copyrigh
ENDEGO
t

28

We present an original
finite
element
model
suitable for reproducing the
Helmholtz
acoustic
Numerical test bench for resonance in the time
studying and optimising domain, thus allowing to Know-how
Helmholtz resonators
study
transient
phenomena,
pressure
levels and quantitative
energy transfer within the
sound absorber.

Producers of means of
transport, buildings and
Scientific
5 other
objects
where
publication
acoustic
behaviour
is
important

Copyrig
ENDEGO
ht

29

Using Composite part design
module of CAD software for Design
and
Creation of textile plies for
Composites
generation of plies and manufacturing 9
part manufacturing
manufacturers
pieces at different levels of preparation
complexity as well as near

and Use for composite Trade
secret
products

CG Rail SMT
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net shape

30

Specification of relevant TSI,
related EN, standards and
other legislation, including
criteria, for assessment of
the technical solution of the
Report: Standards, TSI and
project that is necessary to Know-how
legislation
release
the
proposed
solution
from
the
development phase to the
testing phase, respectively
to start serial production.

1
Other (Consultancy
- RU and manufacturers,
services),
NOBO None
1 among others
certified services
1

VUZ

Table 2. List of the 30 project results
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This project has received funding from the Shift2Rail Joint Undertaking under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement no. 881814 (CARBODIN)

7.2 Exploitation claims
From the results above, partners carried out their exploitation claims following the nomenclature
called BF-MULO, on the one hand in terms of background and foreground:
Background (B): IPR’s on background information, information excluding foreground
information, brought to the project from existing Know-how, owned or controlled by Project
partners in the same or related fields of the work carried out in the research project
Foreground (F): IPR’s on foreground information, Information including all kind of
exploitable results generated by the project partners or 3rd parties working for them in the
implementation of the research project. To have an F in an exploitable result it is necessary that a
partner has a task(s) in the project related to that very result.
On the other hand, partners expressed their foreseen exploitation routes
Making (M): Intention of the partners to exploit the results by making and selling them
Using (U): Intention of partners to exploit the results by using them internally
Licencing (L): Intention of the partners to exploit the results to license them to 3rd parties
Other (O): Intention of the partners to exploit the results to provide services such as
consultancy and training
Next, a table with the summary of IP claims (background and foreground) for partners and a table
with the summary of foreseen exploitation routes, by result, are presented. To note that partners
EURNEX, RWTH, UIC and MASATS do not have any IP claims, but in some cases, they have under
agreement with other partners, foreseen exploitation routes. Individual tables providing details
on the background and foreground of each partner are available in the Annex
CGRAIL

SMT

Modular tools for producing
different parts by vacuum infusion B,F
technology

F

B,F

1.1

Mould tool design for producing
B,F
different parts for carbody

B,F

B,F

1.2

Material selection for mould
F
manufacturing for carbody parts

B,F

B,F

1.3

Surface finish for carbody parts

B,F

B,F

1.4

Manufacture of inserts by 3D
printing with special materials for F
carbody moulds

F

1.5

Post processing of inserts obtained
by 3D printing with special materials F
(coating) for carbody moulds

F

1.6

Integral composite sidewall design

N

Result

1

EUT

F

AIMEN

DICEA

UPHF

VUZ

B,F

ENDEGO

F
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2

Car
body Structural Health
Monitoring Systems for Composites
and for Metal-Composite Interfaces

2.1

Design of Wireless accelerometers
and acoustic emission sensor nodes
for Structural Health Monitoring

2.2

System Designs of Fiber Optic
Sensors

B

3

Automated out of autoclave process
based on smart and self-heating
moulds and membranes

F

4

5
5.1
5.2
6

Robotized lay-up and laser cutting
preform for car body composite
manufacturing
Multi-material integrated joints and
inserts
for
composite
manufacturing

Process simulation of realistic
composite structure with integrated
insert
3D printed tools and inserts for
composite car body manufacturing

7

7.1

Integrated composite joints for
attachment to composite panels

8

Modular tool for composite door B,
leaves manufacturing
F

8.2
8.3
8.4

B,F

B,F

B

F

B,F

Joining of inserts for modular tools
B,F F
for composite manufacturing

Manufacturing process of co-cured
and co-bonded composite parts for
composite car body manufacturing

8.1

B

Mould tool design for composite B,
door leaves manufacturing
F
Materials selection for mould
manufacturing for composite door
leaves
Surface finish for composite door
leaves

F
F

B,F
B

F

F

B,F

B,F
F
F
F
F

Manufacturing of inserts by 3D
printing with special materials
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8.5

Post processing of inserts obtained
by 3D printing with special materials
(coating)

9

Structural FEM simulation of a
composite door

10

Solutions for thermal & accoustic
insulation

B,F
B

B

Design concept for train door with
10.1 Helmholtz resonators between the
door covers (HRTL, HRTL1)

B

Door
design
solutions
for
improvement of thermal behaviour
Numerical acoustic model of a train
10.3
vestibule
10.2

B
F

10.4 Acoustic wall solution

F

11

An improved train boarding device and
its implementation process

11.1

Testing activities on train boarding
device

12

Flexible testing tools, re-usable for
validation and certification

13

Modular interior's concepts for the
F
floor

14

Virtual immersive
configurator tool

15

Modular manufacturing
interior composite parts

15.1

Mould tool design for composite train
interiors manufacturing

B,F

15.2

Materials selection for mould for
composite train interiors

B,F

15.3

Surface finish for composite train
interiors

B,F

interior

design

tool

for

B

F

B

B,F
B,F

F
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15.4

Manufacturing of inserts obtained by
3D printing with special materials

15.5

Post processing of inserts by 3D
printing with special materials (coating)

16.1

State of the Art of HMI in transport
industries

16.2

Proposals of pertinent new HMI

17

Integrated low voltage circuits in wall
B,F
roof floor panel

18

Publication of peer-reviewed articles in
high impact journals

19

Wide concepts for modular moulds

B

F

20

Modular vacuum infusion moulds for
B
RTMlight

F

21
22
23

B,F

New layer structure laminates
New layer structure laminates
sandwich
New kind of heated silicon membrane

B
B

F

F

F

F

F
F

24

Vacuum infusion monitoring with
silicon membranes

F

25

Data collection
pressure sensors

B,F

26

Integration joints

27

Comparison of structural optimisation
algorithms of a sound insulating panel

28

Numerical test bench for studying and
optimising Helmholtz resonators

29

Creation of textile plies for part
manufacturing

30

Report: Standards, TSI and legislation

with

infusionated

F

B,F

F

Table 3. Summary of IP claims by project result

N

Result

EUT

CER AIM RWT DIC UPH EUR UIC VUZ CG

SMT MAS END
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Modular tools for producing
different parts by vacuum U
infusion technology
Mould tool design for
1.1 producing different parts for U
carbody
1

M,U

U,O M,U

Material selection for mould
1.2 manufacturing for carbody U
parts
1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

2

2.1

Surface finish for carbody
U
parts
Manufacture of inserts by 3D
printing
with
special
U
materials
for
carbody
moulds
Post processing of inserts
obtained by 3D printing with
U
special materials (coating)
for carbody moulds
Integral composite sidewall
design
Car body Structural Health
Monitoring Systems for
U
Composites and for MetalComposite Interfaces
Design
of
Wireless
accelerometers and acoustic
emission sensor nodes for
Structural Health Monitoring

U,O M,U

U,O M,U

U

M,U

U,O M,U

O

O

O

2.2

System Designs of Fiber
Optic Sensors

O

3

Automated out of autoclave
process based on smart and
self-heating moulds and
membranes

O

4

Robotized lay-up and laser
cutting preform for car body
composite manufacturing

O

Multi-material
integrated
5
joints and inserts for
composite manufacturing
Joining of inserts for modular
5.1 tools
for
composite O
manufacturing
Process
simulation
of
5.2 realistic composite structure
with integrated insert

M

M,U

O

U,O M,U

O

M,U

U,O
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3D printed tools and inserts
for composite car body
manufacturing
Manufacturing process of
co-cured and co-bonded
7
composite
parts
for
composite
car
body
manufacturing
Integrated composite joints
7.1 for attachment to composite
panels
6

8

O

M,U

O

U,O M,U

Modular tool for composite
door leaves manufacturing

M,U U

Mould tool design for
8.1 composite door leaves U,L,O
manufacturing
Materials
selection
for
8.2 mould manufacturing for
composite door leaves

M,U U

M,U M,U

Surface finish for composite
door leaves

M,U U

Manufacturing of inserts by
8.4 3D printing with special
materials

U

8.3

Post processing of inserts
8.5 obtained by 3D printing with
special materials (coating)
9

Structural FEM simulation of
a composite door

10

Solutions for thermal &
accoustic insulation

U
O

Design concept for train door
with Helmholtz resonators
10.1
between the door covers
(HRTL, HRTL1)
Door design solutions for
10.2 improvement of thermal
behaviour
Numerical acoustic model of
10.3
a train vestibule

U

U
U

U

U

U

U

U
U

10.4 Acoustic wall solution

11

An improved train boarding
device
and
its
implementation process

U

O

M,U
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11.1

Testing activities on train
boarding device

12

Flexible testing tools, reusable for validation and
certification

13

Modular interior's concepts
M,U,L,O
for the floor

14

Virtual immersive interior
M,L,O
design configurator tool

15

Modular manufacturing tool
for interior composite parts

O

O

U,O M,U

Mould tool design for
15.1 composite train interiors
manufacturing
Materials
selection
for
15.2 mould for composite train
interiors
15.3

M,U

M,U

Surface finish for composite
train interiors

M,U

Manufacturing of inserts
15.4 obtained by 3D printing with
special materials

U

Post processing of inserts by
15.5 3D printing with special
materials (coating)
16.1

State of the Art of HMI in
transport industries

16.2

Proposals of pertinent new
HMI

17

18
19

Integrated low voltage
circuits in wall roof floor M,U,L
panel
Publication of peer-reviewed
articles in high impact
journals
Wide concepts for modular
moulds

20

Modular vacuum infusion
moulds for RTMlight

21

New
layer
laminates

structure

O
O

U

M,U
M,U
U

M,U
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New
layer
structure
laminates sandwich
New kind of heated silicon
membrane
Vacuum infusion monitoring
with silicon membranes
Data
collection
with
infusionated
pressure
sensors

22
23
24
25
26

U

M,U
M,U
M,U
U

Integration joints

M,U

Comparison of structural
optimisation algorithms of a
sound insulating panel
Numerical test bench for
studying and optimising
Helmholtz resonators

27

28
29

Creation of textile plies for
part manufacturing

U,O U

30

Report: Standards, TSI and
legislation

M,U

Table 4. Summary of Foreseen Exploitation Routes by project result
For the results from which different partners claim IP, the Consortium and the Grant Agreement
will be used as the framework to guide the potential agreements and negotiation among partners,
some of the rules acknowledged by the Consortium from these documents will be collected further
on.

7.3 Prioritisation of Key Exploitable Results
From the list of 30 exploitable results and 28 sub-results, the Key Exploitable Results of the project
needed to be prioritised to further extend the business cases. In the first place, next to the
technical coordinator, Ivan Sánchez, the 20th of September of 2021 a meeting was organized with
him, and a first picture of the potential KER was made.
During the meeting, a table like the one below was filled by the technical coordinator. He had to
differentiate between Key Exploitable Results and Secondary Results. In addition, to justify this
decision, he rated on a 0-10 scale each result on Innovation, Exploitability and Impact on the
Industry potential, with 30%, 30% and 40% weight respectively. From there, in the Total (A+B+C)
column, the results of the calculation were made.
Prioritisation exercise – Technical coordinator
Result

Prioritization

Innovation
(A)

-

1= KER

30%

Exploitability
(B)
30%

Impact
on the
Total (A+B+C)
industry
(C)
40%
56

2= Secondary

1-Modular
tool…

1

5

6

4

4,9

Table 5. KER Prioritization exercise with the technical coordinator – 20th of September of 2021
Partners were invited on the 30th of November of 2021 to an online session in which they voted
for the results with more potential in terms of innovation, exploitability, and impact on the
industry.

Figure 13 Key Exploitable Results prioritization Workshop (30th of November of 2021)

7.4 Development of Key Exploitable Results
In this section, 12 Key Exploitable Result (KER) tables are presented for the selected results from
CARBODIN. They describe the market positioning as well as the potential strategy for introducing
this result into the market. IPR issues are also described in more detail. To note that these tables
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have been prepared for the projects’ main results and that sub-results have been in some cases
integrated to them when relevant.
To develop these use cases, end-users’ comments, concerns and questions have been considered
in the tables. The partner UIC provided feedback from the end-user’s perspective to the list of
Carbodin’s 30 exploitable results. Also, it included some concerns and doubts asking for further
explanation and clarification.
This information next to the input received from the final External Advisory Board (EAB) meeting,
held the 17th of January, was very relevant to validate the results from the potential client and
sector of application point of view
During the EAB, the 5 members received a questionnaire asking for 9 questions, shown below, for
the 7 presentations of results held by MASATS, DICEA, CERTH, EURECAT, SMT, AIMEN and CG RAIL.
The 5 questionnaires from the EAB were integrated into a 12-pages unique report and shared with
the presenting partners for them to get external assessment of their innovations and improve the
prospects of commercialisation and future research.
The questions included in the questionnaire for the EAB, were the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Do you think that this innovation is ready to be commercialized? Why?
What positive and negative aspects do you find in this innovation?
Do you know any other similar product/result currently in the market?
What types of organisations do you think that can be interested in this technology? Please be as
specific as possible.
Do you foresee potential new applications for this innovation? If yes, which ones? (e.g., new
industries, new customers, new lines of commercialization…)
How much would you value this innovation in terms of... on a 0-100 scale? (Where 0 is very low and
100 is very high):
o Quality
o Final Customer potential acceptance
o Impact on the industry/sector
Have you detected any improvements to be made and/or information missing that would be useful
to collect by technicians? If yes, please develop
In terms of market value / price, would you make any recommendation regarding maximums or
minimums for its commercialization in the market? (e.g., I'd suggest having a price lower than ...)
Any other comment/suggestion/recommendation? (optional)
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Figure 14. Screenshot from the report from the EAB meeting held the 17th of January of 2022
Finally, the list of 12 Key Exploitable Results of the Carbodin project is shown below. Results are
listed by order of collection:
Nº KER
Nº List of results
Involved partners
KER 1: Modular tool for composite door leaves
Result
8
and
MASATS, EUT, SMT
manufacturing (product) & Mould tool design for
subresult 8.1
composite door leaves manufacturing (design
KER 2: Integrated low voltage circuits in wall roof
floor panel
EUT, SMT
Result 17
KER 3: Modular interior's concepts for the floor
KER 4: Virtual immersive interior design
configurator tool
KER 5: 24/7 composite car-body SHM (design)
KER 6: Solutions for thermal & acoustic insulation
KER 7: Numerical test bench for studying and
optimising Helmholtz resonators
KER 8: Infusion process simulation

Result 13

EUT

Result 14

EUT

Subresult 2.1
Result 10

CERTH
ENDEGO

Result 28

ENDEGO

Result 15

KER 9: Thin multi sandwich structures

Result 21

CG RAIL
SMT,
GC Rail

KER 10: wide range of modular vacuum infusion
Result 19
moulds
KER 11: An improved train boarding device and its
Result 11
implementation process
KER 12: Multi-material integrated joints and Result 5

SMT, CGR, EUT
DICEA, MASATS
AIMEN,
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inserts for composite manufacturing

CG Rail,
SMT

Table 6. Key Exploitable Results of CARBODIN

7.4.1 KER 1: Modular tool for composite door leaves manufacturing
(product) & Mould tool design for composite door leaves
manufacturing (design)
Problem identified

Solution developed

State-of-the-art

Innovation introduced

Competitive advantage

KER’S Description
Current train doors made of aluminium present
several disadvantages:
• Weight
• Thermal & acoustic performance
• Complex and expensive manufacturing
• Corrosion
Manufacture a composite door made of glass
fibre to
• Lower the weight
• Increase
thermal
and
acoustic
performance
• Eliminate corrosion issue
• Develop a one-step process to reduce
number of operations
KER’s Market positioning
There use of composite doors is not extended or
remotely used in the market. Current technology
is aluminum made door that presents the
disadvantages mentioned above
Introduction of a new material for train doors
manufacturing. There is no composite door in
the market currently.
Main advantages of the solution are:
• Thermal and acoustic performance: used
of composite material increase the
thermal and acoustic performance. Better
thermal performance will provide better
insulation into the train that will improve
passenger comfort. Having good insulation
in the train is very important during cold
and hot periods. Improving acoustic
performance is also a key factor for
passengers' comfort. Regional trains that
usually go up to 120 km/h don’t suffer
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from high noise level generated by speed
but are affected by machinery noise such
as compressors etc...
• Corrosion issue: aluminum doors suffer
from corrosion that severely impact
lifespan of the doors. Trains can be
exposed to hard environment conditions
such as rain, snow, wind, saline
environment... Composite material are
less affected by corrosion and will improve
considerably door’s lifespan.
• Manufacturing process: although it is not
an advantage for the final user but only for
the door manufacturer, process to
manufacture composite doors is hugely
simplified. Indeed, carbodin process is a
single step process that permit produce
the door with all its inserts in one shot. In
that way, there is no more need of a
welding step that were necessary on
aluminum doors.
Key competitors
Market barriers

TBD
Composites is not extended in the market, a
change of perspective should be done in that
sense.
Legal, normative or ethical requirements
TBD
Potential customers / sectors of application Potential customers of these train composite
doors are the main train manufacturers.
KER’S Market strategy
Approach to KER exploitation / Business TBD
model
Early adopters
• CAF
• ITACHI
• ALSTOM
• STADLER
Go-to-market approach
TBD
Time-to-market
1-2 years
Investment and/or resources needed after TBD
the project end
KER’s IPR Management
Main owner/s of the result
MASATS
Other partners involved in developing the SMT, EURECAT
result
IPR Strategy
Trade secret at the moment. Joint Exploitation
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Agreement are very possible.
Table 7. KER 1 Details. Modular tool for composite door leaves manufacturing (product) & Mould
tool design for composite door leaves manufacturing (design)

7.4.2 KER 2: Integrated low voltage circuits in wall roof floor panel
Problem identified
Solution developed

State-of-the-art
Innovation introduced

KER’S Description
Weight, cost in low voltage circuits, and panel
integration.
Low voltage power distribution, reducing weight
and improving panels interconnections.
KER’s Market positioning
Traditional wiring systems for low voltage
circuits (copper wires and connectors).
Great innovation using conductive inks on
polyimide substrate. It takes the shape for the
application.
In the conductive foils there was a 18% weight
reduction, in the panels a 33% reduction per
area and 55% reduction in resin. The cost
estimated would be around 9,51 euros/m.

Competitive advantage
Key competitors
Market barriers
Legal, normative or ethical requirements
Potential customers / sectors of application

Low weight and good interconnectivity.
Traditional wiring systems
Printing process
Any identified currently.
Aeronautic, automotive, and railway industry.
The re-design for the different surfaces is very
fast, a couple of months and then after the
implementation

KER’S Market strategy
Approach to KER exploitation / Business Low voltage circuits design and production for
model
specific applications, it will only take months to
re-design for specific surfaces.
Early adopters
Masats, and other potential end-users.
Go-to-market approach
It is being studied
Time to market
Imminent, it is ready
Investment and/or resources needed after TBD
the project end
KER’s IPR Management
Main owner/s of the result
EUT
Other partners involved in developing the SMT on the composite panels (not in the
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result
conductive foils)
Other partners involved in commercializing
the result
IPR Strategy
Trade secret. Other IPR protections, among
them patenting, are being studied, meanwhile
Eurecat has internally register this result and
some information is being kept confidential.
Table 8. KER 2 Details. Integrated low voltage circuits in wall roof floor panel

7.4.3 KER 3: Modular interior's concepts for the floor
Problem identified

Solution developed

State-of-the-art

Innovation introduced
Competitive advantage

Key competitors

KER’S Description
Currently the floors of trains have some
disadvantages like a standard design and the
impossibility to change only a part. But the worst
part it’s that is difficult to change and needs lots
of time and lots of tools for.
The design and development of a modular floor,
easy to plug and play. The objective is to design
a system that allows to set different
configuration, reduce the use of tools and the
assembly/disassembly time. The reason is
because there is the need within the sector to be
adaptable to a world constantly changing, so an
entire car bodyshell could be renewed in an easy
and profitable way.
KER’s Market positioning
There is no known a modular floor in the railway
sector in the market. The design of the floor that
is used are standard pieces that require a lot of
intervention to change it.
Very innovative because there are no modular
designs for trains floor on the market.
Customized service that can integrate different
parameters and allow cost and time savings. It is
an easy modular system where can change only
a part, adapting very quickly to the new needs
like remove all seats from a car. The
personalization helps to have a floor of different
materials depending on whether it is a
passageway or a no-slip zones improving the
performance of the space. Also, the modularity
allows an easier and cheaper maintenance,
changing only the panels that are damaged.
Any company dedicated to innovation in the
railway sector could be a competitor. Also,
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companies that are dedicated to the design and
development of modular floors for, for example,
offices that want to open up to more markets
Market barriers
Not enough information.
Legal, normative or ethical requirements
Vibration and mechanical standards need to be
taken into account. VUZ stands out the
requirements of the Technological Specification
Interoperability (TSI) and related EN standards
to the proposed solution.
Potential customers / sectors of application Many sectors of application: rail sector, aviation
sector and other transport. It can also be applied
to offices floors.
KER’S Market strategy
Approach to KER exploitation / Business Not ready yet, private and/or public projects to
model
continue improving the solutions, testing and
using more standards.
Early adopters
RU
Go-to-market approach
Presentation of the result in fairs, with clients,
etc.
Time-to-market
TBD. A pilot should be implemented first so that
the TRL can be higher.
Investment and/or resources needed after Mainly, investment related to the testing of the
the project end
solution in a wagon
KER’s IPR Management
Main owner/s of the result
EURECAT
Other partners involved in developing the RWTH
result
Other partners involved in commercializing None
the result
IPR Strategy
Trade secret potentially. EUT internal
registration will be done to ensure that the IP
Background is protected if the results are finally
disseminated to the public.
Table 9. KER 3 Details. Modular interior's concepts for the floor
Risk

Likelihood
(low, moderate, high)

Impact
(low, moderate, high)

Mitigation strategy

Lack of information

Moderate

High

Agreements to be
made to get all the
required information
when using this
technology. This way
the greatest potential
will be achieved,
contemplating all
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relevant parameters
(e.g., vibration,
mechanical details,
etc.)
Table 10. KER 3 Risks. Modular interior's concepts for the floor

7.4.4 KER 4: Virtual immersive interior design configurator tool
Problem identified

Solution developed

State-of-the-art

Innovation introduced

KER’S Description
The renewal processes of passenger wagons are
usually very long, both in terms of costs and
decision-making, which is why they are not as
periodic as needed, causing little renewal of the
interiors. The virtual configurator addresses this
problem proposing an agile tool working
interactively in real time in a mixed
desktop/immersive environment to make easier
to evaluate the changes to be reproduced inside
the wagons both in aspects of load capacity
renovation of furniture ergonomics etc.
Virtual Reality environments with the objective
of analysing ergonomics, habitability for seats,
passenger mobility, individual space available,
and measurement of the virtual gaze. VR
configurator will let user configure the interior of
the new train
KER’s Market positioning
Although there are many initiatives in the
automotive domain mainly aimed at evaluating
aspects mainly of marketing and, to a lesser
extent, of ergonomics, there is currently no
system dedicated exclusively in the rail domain
with these capabilities. It should also be noted
that the use of low-cost technology, such as
video game engines with high graphic and
interaction capabilities, allow the prototyping of
advanced solutions that are constantly evolving
to adapt to the state of the art. In any case, the
resulting virtual configurator from Carbodin
provides a scalable solution in which to
incorporate new inventory elements to extend
the methodology designed during the project
and adapt it to future functionalities
Very high level of innovation. There are no
similar existing products currently in the rail
sector.
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Competitive advantage

Key competitors

Market barriers

Legal, normative or ethical requirements

It is a flexible methodology that allow cost and
time savings for designers and can integrate
different types of data and metadata.
At this stage of development, the most likely
competitors may be engineering companies
related to real-time visualization and immersive
visualization, as well as other Technology
Centers with experience in the railway sector. It
is important to advance in a roadmap on current
development, such as the integration of artificial
intelligence
algorithms
to
generate
configurations based on parameters collected in
a database of previous configurations combined
with a growing inventory in the asset database.
The main idea is to have more automated
combinatorics based on previous engineering
proposals, minimizing intervention through the
current interface to promote the reduction of
time in the proposals of new configurations.
Like most industrial innovation processes, there
is a slight learning curve to be able to have threedimensional models following a simple
methodology to be integrated into the Inventory
database with the aim of taking advantage of the
scalability of the system and having new
elements available. for the configurator. It
should not be a major obstacle to the adoption
of the real-time configurator, but access to
engineering models in some cases can be
complicated by intellectual or patent protection
issues, therefore it seems more feasible to adopt
the configurator as an in-house tool than as an
external service due to the aforementioned
difficulties in accessing engineering information
The architecture of the system is prepared to
consider
in
its parameters
technical
configuration constraints included in the
necessary regulations. The development in this
phase is considered a functional prototype, and
no type of regulation has been provided by the
relevant agents, therefore they have not been
integrated into the system, but obviously it
would be necessary to enter the market in which
the system is intended to be introduced, to
undertake the task of integrating the most
relevant regulations in each case of use, be it
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ergonomics, safety of materials, etc.
Potential customers / sectors of application Many different sectors of application: not only
the rail sector but also, other transport sectors,
such as aviation.
KER’S Market strategy
Approach to KER exploitation / Business At the moment, it should be tested with more
model
metadata to study its viability and potential
improvements.
Early adopters
RU
Go-to-market approach
Fairs, talk to potential end-users, etc.
Time-to-market
It will depend on the testing.
Investment and/or resources needed after Metadata is required to integrate in the tool
the project end
mechanical parameters in order to develop
more complete and useful configurations. Thus,
more time and research are needed.
KER’s IPR Management
Main owner/s of the result
EUT
Other partners involved in developing the None
result
Other partners involved in commercializing None
the result
IPR Strategy
Trade secret. This result will be perhaps further
protected, it is being discussed internally.
Table 11. KER 4 Details. Virtual immersive interior design configurator tool
Risk

Likelihood
(low, moderate, high)

Impact
(low, moderate, high)

Mitigation strategy

Lack of information
to allow the correct
functioning of the
Software

Low

High

Agreements to allow
the fast transfer of
information regarding
mechanic
components to help
the software reach its
best potential.

Table 12. KER 4 Risks. Virtual immersive interior design configurator tool

7.4.5 KER 5: 24/7 composite car-body SHM (design)
Problem identified

KER’S Description
Composite is a new most promising material
able to substitute metal parts in train car-bodies.
Although it exhibits superior mechanical
properties along with its light-weightiness still it
is a new material not yet widely adopted in train
market. Therefor a 24/7 reliable and robust, low
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cost and low power SHM able to cover along and
across the car-body is required. Of course, such
an SHM will also facilitate in cost effective
maintenance of composite car-bodies. More
specific the SHM is required in a reliable way to:
Detect failures across composite car-body side
walls, like loose rivets and large composite
delamination or large cracks on the composite or
impact of large external objects on the
composite.

Solution developed

State-of-the-art
Innovation introduced

Competitive advantage

Monitoring joints either between composite
monolithic structural beams or metal composite
joints between rolling stock composite car-body
A mixed wireless Acoustic Emission node along
with a network of wireless sensors nodes with
accelerometer and gyroscope. Lower the
weight
- Acoustic Emission, usage of wireless nodes
carrying fours PZT sensors able to receive and
detect a wideband acoustic emission sourcing
from the car-body.
• Network
of accelerometers and
gyroscopes. Usage of low-cost low
power, possibly embedded inside the
composite pieces, able to detect micro
vibrations or micro angular momentums
sourced from failing composite or
structural composite beams or from the
outside world by foreign object crushing
on car-body composite exterior.
KER’s Market positioning
There is no one solid justified SHM solution,
covering throughout train car-body.
Top innovation due to the fact that 3 world-class
SHM techniques are being utilized to delivered
24/7 robust and reliable failure detection and
failure prediction. This combination can cover all
parts of the car-body easily deployed with
reliable results
8. Main advantages of the solution are:
• Easy
Deployment:
as
wireless
connection is being used both for
Acoustic Emission and sensor nodes with
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•

accelerometer and gyroscope, it is only
required a simple 24 Volt or 48Volt
power connection, and as their
consumption is minimum, low-power,
the required power line deploy is further
facilitated. Thus, the whole car-body can
easily be covered for proper SHM
functionality. The accelerometer and
gyroscope nodes are miniaturized they
are low cost and easily can be embedded
inside the composite during their
manufacturing time.
Sensitivity: Acoustic emission has
displayed extreme sensitivity in
monitoring composite - composite and
metal – composite joints, where
accelerometer can capture small
irregular vibrations in detecting failing
composite parts.

Key competitors

Most likely competitors may be railway
maintenance and engineering companies, up to
our knowledge none have delivered such triple
system of SHM.
Market barriers
The product is in low TRL so some additional
development time along with additional
equipment to be manufactured and additional
components to be arrived, will be required. No
market barriers can be spotted besides the fact
of whether Railway Operators and other
stakeholders are willing to go towards this
complete solution.
Legal, normative or ethical requirements
Possible certification
Potential customers / sectors of application RU
KER’S Market strategy
Approach to KER exploitation / Business Low TRL, too premature to develop a business
model
model.
Early adopters
Possibly railway Industry stakeholders, SHM is
directly connected with passengers' safety and
reduced OPEX expenditure so the possibility on
adopters exists.
Go-to-market approach
Still to be decided with future developments
Time-to-market
3-5 years
Investment and/or resources needed after An overall SHM car-body system, the system
the project end
requires further refinement - development and
deployment on several real case studies.
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Investment is required.
KER’s IPR Management
Main owner/s of the result
CERTH
Other partners involved in developing the AIMEN
result
Other partners involved in commercializing AIMEN
the result
IPR Strategy
Trade secret.
Joint
exploitation
agreement
ownership)

(shared

Table 13. KER 4 Details. 24/7 composite car-body SHM (design)

7.4.6 KER 6: Solutions for thermal & acoustic insulation
Problem identified

Solution developed

State-of-the-art

KER’S Description
The train door is a relatively thin structure, when
compared with the carbody walls. Thus, the
sound attenuation is more difficult there. The
PIVOT project results define target values for
heat exchange coefficient (reduction from
average 5.5 to 3.3 W/m2K) and for sound
transmission loss (increase from average 32 dB
to 38 dB midterm or 35 dB long term).
The application of the Helmholtz resonators for
sound attenuation, in combination with the
thermal isolation material inside the door
structure, has been proposed and named HRTL
concept (Helmholtz Resonator Thermal Layer).
The heat transfer through the door structure will
be sufficiently improved (reach the target) when
metallic profiles of the door frames (not
necessarily the door cover shells) will be
replaced by polymer or laminate composite
profiles. This way, the metallic thermal bridges
will be eliminated.
KER’s Market positioning
Metallic door structures, commonly used in
regional trains, have potential for improvement
regarding heat transfer when non-metallic
materials will be used. The Helmholtz resonators
are being used in the plane structures. We
introduce them in the regional train door
structure. The limitations and challenges regard
material and manufacturing costs, door weight
(16 kg to be kept constant or reduced), the door
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Innovation introduced

stiffness (horizontal door deflection of no more
than 20 mm is allowed for passenger safety), fire
resistance.
There are no special solutions in the regional
train door structures currently, except
composite glass for the windows and isolating
foam for thermal and acoustic isolation between
the door shells.
The starting Technical Readiness Level has been
assessed for 2-3. The WS6 achieved TRL is being
assessed for 5-6. It still needs work to cope with
some challenges, as listed above.

Competitive advantage

Small sample prototypes of door sections are
available for lab investigations and for
demonstration purposes.
The unique value is the application of the
Helmholtz resonators in the train structures (not
known yet).
The achieved relatively low heat exchange
coefficient value can be used as a competitive
differentiator by MASATS.

Key competitors

The solutions can be used in other railway
structures than doors: floor, walls, roof.
Europe train and tram door and car producers

Market barriers

TRL 7-9 necessary for launching (more work
needed)
Legal, normative or ethical requirements
Certification necessary (in Poland: Instytut
Kolejnictwa)
Potential customers / sectors of application Train and tram car and door producers and
operators,
in Poland: NEWAG, PESA, STADLER, Modertrans,
PKP, IC,
in EU: Siemens-Bombardier, DB, Alstom, SNCF,
CAF, Talgo;
Licensing potential for MASATS
KER’S Market strategy
Approach to KER exploitation / Business 1. Testing with early adopters who have
model
assessment potential
2. Certification, PR in parallel
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3. Market offer
4. Licensing offer
Early adopters
Customers of MASATS (probably CAF, Talgo)
Go-to-market approach
On current cooperation basis
Time-to-market
3-5 years
Investment and/or resources needed after 1. Doors sold/income from licenses) for metallic
the project end
carbodies, new, replacement: 50% probability to
replace 30% of the current door sells by Masats;
price depending on achieved benefit/cost
relation) for composite laminate carbodies: low
probability for series now2. Investment needed:
large
scale
prototypes,
measurements,
improvements after feedback, optimization for
efficiency, cost, technology, weight; first
approach: 2 Mio EUR
KER’s IPR Management
Main owner/s of the result
ENDEGO, MASATS
IPR Strategy
Trade secret.
The concepts will be published. The prototypes
can be produced by MASATS and SMT or
EURECAT or AIMEN.
Table 14. KER 6 Details. Solutions for thermal & acoustic insulation
Risk

Likelihood
(low, moderate, high)

Impact
(low, moderate, high)

Mitigation strategy

The CARBODIN
results will limited to
collect experience
and to demonstrate
the capacity of the
technology

H

M

Invest in further
technology progress

Low interest of
Customers for doors
with improved
thermal and acoustic
features when the
carbody remain
unchanged

M

H

Look for a more
holistic solution, like
thermal and acoustic
solutions for the
whole carbody with
doors >> cooperate
with carbody
manufacturers

Table 15. KER 6 Risks. Solutions for thermal & acoustic insulation
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7.4.7 KER 7: Numerical test bench for studying and optimising Helmholtz
resonators
Problem identified

Solution developed

State-of-the-art

Innovation introduced

KER’s Description
When Helmholtz resonators applied in a large
scale, optimization tools are needed to find
compromise between the limitations like
geometry and to adapt the size to certain sound
frequencies or frequency ranges which have to
be attenuated
Software configuration and customization for
quick optimization done; Altair OptiStruct
software used as environment of the test bench.
KER’s Market positioning
Mainly, an empirical formula is being used which
does not allow to optimize quickly in frequency
and geometry domain.
Engineering services could be offered by
acoustics specialized consulting companies.
They need to make similar development which is
time consuming
No similar solutions/services offered.
Mature for use by ENDEGO but, needs to be
verified by acoustic measurements in larger
scale.

Current TRL assessment: 4
Competitive advantage
Enable quick design of acoustic walls and
structures for sound attenuation.
Key competitors
Potentially all acoustic labs with certain delay
necessary for own research.
Market barriers
TRL 7 needed for offering
Legal, normative or ethical requirements
Any identified, TBD
Potential customers / sectors of application All railway carbody designers and producers.
Other sectors where walls where sound
attenuation is being applied
KER’s Market strategy
Approach to KER exploitation / Business To be offered as engineering services.
model
Early adopters
MASATS and his Customers or a carbody
manufacturer in Poland or an isolation producer,
like MAAD in Poland
Go-to-market approach
Through current business channels.
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Time-to-market
1-2 years
Investment and/or resources needed after To be assessed with early producer.
the project end
Investment in verification by a series of
measurements necessary, to make the
methodology mature (TRL 7).
KER’s IPR Management
Main owner/s of the result
ENDEGO
IPR Strategy
Copyright. Theoretical approach and some
results will be published. The detailed
verification results will be the IP of ENDEGO.
Table 16. KER 7 Details. Numerical test bench for studying and optimising Helmholtz resonators
Risk

Likelihood
(low, moderate, high)

Impact
(low, moderate, high)

Mitigation strategy

Benefit/Cost relation
low from Customers
point of view

M

M

Find industry where
efficiency more
important than costs
(at least for the next
development stage)

Table 17. KER 7 Risks. Numerical test bench for studying and optimising Helmholtz resonators

7.4.8 KER 8: Infusion process simulation
Problem identified

Solution developed

State-of-the-art

KER’S Description
Resin infusion processes are very common for
composite
manufacturing.
Composite
manufacturing with infusion processes is usually
executed without any process simulation in
advance and rely on workers experience
regarding optimal positioning of injection and
vacuum gates and many other factors for good
quality. So often many trial-and-error runs occur
which cost time and money and limit high quality
parts and high reproducibility.
Perform resin infusion simulation will be used as
a tool in the development of composite part
development. Before manufacturing the best
suitable setup for infusion can be investigated to
guarantee complete impregnation and no dry
spots for high quality composite parts.
KER’s Market positioning
Often manufacturers do not perform simulation
of infusion process and rely on experience of
workers to find the best suitable setup.
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Sometimes for mid to high series productions
simulations
are
carried
out
(large
manufacturers).
Low level of innovation because software is
available.
One-stop composite developments (design,
material testing, simulation, prototypic
manufacturing) performed by CG Rail,

Innovation introduced
Competitive advantage

Unique experience for composite design,
manufacturing and assembly in rail applications
(world-wide first carbody fully made of CFRP)
Key competitors
Other composite service providers
Market barriers
SME’s won’t pay the price for simulation and rely
on workers experience
Legal, normative or ethical requirements
TBD
Potential customers / sectors of application Composite part manufacturers which use resin
infusion
technologies.
Rail,
Aerospace,
Automotive and others
KER’S Market strategy
Approach to KER exploitation / Business CG Rail may perform process simulation in
model
customer projects to improve manufacturing
results and quality. Besides CG Rail will offer it as
a service to generate orders.
Early adopters
TBD. Further research and contacts will be
studied.
Go-to-market approach
Presentations at composite or rail conferences,
acquisition talks
Time-to-market
Can be used immediately.
Investment and/or resources needed after Revenues due money savings because of less
the project end
numbers of trial-and-error manufacturing runs
for complex composite parts made with infusion
process, reduced material use and waste.

Main owner/s of the result
IPR Strategy

Small budget (~ 2,500 €) for material
characterization of every new textile is needed
or investment for own testing machine if interest
is large (~15,000€)
KER’s IPR Management
CG RAIL
Trade secret. Simulation software is available,
but the use/experience is IP of CG Rail.

Table 18. KER 8 Details. Infusion process simulation
Risk

Likelihood

Impact

Mitigation strategy
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(low, moderate, high)

(low, moderate, high)

High software licence L
costs increase offer
prices

M

Commissioning from
another
company/service
provider

L

M

Show impact of
simulation results
and reduced
manufacturing trials
/lower waste to reach
good quality
compared to higher
costs
CG Rail provides all in
one development
from design
development with FE
Analysis and process
simulation to
prototypic
manufacturing

Table 19. KER 8 Risks. Infusion process simulation

7.4.9 KER 9: Thin multi sandwich structures
Problem identified

Solution developed

State-of-the-art

KER’S Description
Standard composite manufacturing processes
and material composition can’t use the full
optimization potential in cost, weight and
performance. Thin-walled plate structures need
high effort to reach low deformations under
dead weight load
Standard composite manufacturing processes
and material composition can be optimized for
cost, consumption and performance by the
composite thin-layer sandwich approach in
combination with the vacuum infusion process
and silicon membranes.
High stiffness at low wall-thicknesses of cover
layers and very low overall plate thickness can be
reached by using very thin honeycomb veil
material compared to thickness of a pure
monolithic composite plate.
KER’s Market positioning
Spray and hand laminates with monolithic setup,
thin-walled laminate plates with additional
reinforcements against deformation
Large plates at low wall-thicknesses need
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Innovation introduced
Competitive advantage

Key competitors

Market barriers

internal reinforcements and high mass of fiber
content
Medium
Spray and hand laminates with monolithic setup,
thin-walled laminate plates with additional
reinforcements against deformation
Large plates at low wall-thicknesses need
internal reinforcements and high mass of fiber
content
Spray and hand laminates with monolithic setup,
thin-walled laminate plates with additional
reinforcements against deformation
Large plates at low wall-thicknesses need
internal reinforcements and high mass of fiber
content
Spray and hand laminates with monolithic setup,
thin-walled laminate plates with additional
reinforcements against deformation

Large plates at low wall-thicknesses need
internal reinforcements and high mass of fiber
content
Legal, normative or ethical requirements
Any identified at this point in time.
Potential customers / sectors of application Composite part manufacturers for thin-walled
sandwich plates in transport and aerospace.
KER’S Market strategy
Approach to KER exploitation / Business Present thin sandwich plates at trade
model
fairs/exhibitions. Do acquisition to make the
new possibilities more known.
Early adopters
Composite part manufacturers for thin-walled
sandwich plates in transport and aerospace.
Go-to-market approach
TBD
Time-to-market
Can be used immediately
Investment and/or resources needed after Cost savings in material are expected higher
the project end
then cost for thin honeycomb veil sandwich
material.
KER’s IPR Management
Main owner/s of the result
SMT
Other partners involved in developing the CG RAIL
result
IPR Strategy
Trade secret. Material is available, no further IPR
claims
Table 20. KER 9 Details. Thin multi sandwich structures
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7.4.10 KER 10: wide range of modular vacuum infusion moulds
KER’S Description
Problem identified
Moulds are an important factor for the
manufacturing costs, especially for small and
medium series. Often every new design gets a
new mould and modular design thinking is not
considered.
Solution developed
Modular moulds can reduce the cost
dramatically especially for complex and medium
series applications by reducing material use and
machining. Moulds of PU block material and
special dividing lines and joining elements can
make small series manufacturing more efficient
and sustainable by reducing material waste.
Moulds can be used for RTM light too.
KER’s Market positioning
State-of-the-art
Often moulds made of metal are considered
especially for RTM light processes. Often for
every new design or minimally changed
geometry a new mould is machined, and
modular design thinking is not considered.
Innovation introduced
Medium
Competitive advantage
Gained experience in design and manufacture
moulds and additionally part manufacturing in
different infusion technologies.
Key competitors
Composite mould makers with manufacturing
experience.
Market barriers
The application design hardly takes production
into account. PU mould block material may not
resist too much manufacturing runs.
Legal, normative or ethical requirements
Any have been identified
Potential customers / sectors of application Composite part manufacturers for nearly all kind
of moulds for infusion processes at small series
level
KER’S Market strategy
Approach to KER exploitation / Business Right now, as internal application to produce
model
composites more competitive
Early adopters
Composite part manufacturers for nearly all kind
of moulds for infusion processes at small series
level
Go-to-market approach
TBD
Time-to-market
Can be used immediately.
Investment and/or resources needed after Cost savings in material effort for moulds and
the project end
machining.
KER’s IPR Management
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Main owner/s of the result
IPR Strategy

SMT, EUT, CG RAIL
Trade secret. No other IPR Claims.

Table 21. KER 10 Details. Wide range of modular vacuum infusion moulds

7.4.11 KER 11: An improved train boarding device and its implementation
process
Problem identified

KER’S Description
Platforms in stations are not uniform and
present a variety of scenarios where the
horizontal and vertical gaps vary significantly.
This creates an important accessibility barrier for
all passengers in general, and in particular to
those using wheel chairs or having some kind of
physical impairment.
The variation in the platforms´ gaps is quite
complicated to handle because it creates
different operational and accessibility needs
depending on the vertical and horizontal gaps
in each station. In some cases, there is the need
to bridge horizontal gaps, in other cases vertical
gaps only and in the most complicated cases,
both vertical and horizontal gaps. Further to
that, the stopping position is not always the
same that adds even more complexity to the
problem. It is therefore very complicate to
anticipate the use of a gap filler, step or ramp
because the need for their deployment varies.
The use of manual access platforms (usually put
in place by station personnel on demand),
induces operational delays and creates a
differentiation between people with and
without physical impairment.

Solution developed

The solution proposed by MASATS consists of:
1) A single device able to be deployed as step,
gap filler and ramp capable to bridge horizontal
gaps, vertical gaps and a combination of both
(within pre-established limits). This
3-in-1 device provides access to physically
impaired passengers in different scenarios as it
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is capable of “adjusting” its operation mode
based on the platform at each station.
2) An “intelligent” sensor system with specific
software functions that decides, in an
autonomous manner, the mode of deployment
(I.e. step, gap filler or ramp). No specific input
is needed from the end user. The end user just
activates the push button located in the
passenger access door. The sensors “scan” in
real time the relative position between the
device and the platform and deploys
accordingly (there are certain
parameters/limitations that govern the mode of
deployment such as the ramp can only be
deployed downwards). This minimizes the
operational delays and eliminates the
differentiation between people with and
without physical impairment.
3) Contactless sensors that eliminate the need
to “touch” the platform, thus minimizing the
time loss in operation while at the same time
reduce the possibility of possible damage of the
moving platform during extension.

State-of-the-art

KER’s Market positioning
Existing devices do not have the capability to
operate as step, gap filler and ramp, all with the
same device. Currently in the market there are
available devices that can only bridge
horizontal or vertical gaps but not both
simultaneously in a single device.
Further to that, the existing devices do not
possess the “intelligence” to decide the mode
of deployment and therefore they require an
intrinsic input to select the mode of
deployment. This means that the end user has
to decide and select the deployment method
(I.e. the operational responsibility lies on the
end used and not the device). This could induce
operational delays and operational failures if
the conditions for the selected mode are not
met. This includes also acts of vandalism.
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The majority of the existing devices have
mechanical sensors that need to “touch” the
platform in order to adjust the stroke (I.e. they
have to come in contact with the platform edge
in order to adjust their stroke)
Innovation introduced

3-in-1 concept. Three different modes of
operation are enclosed in the same device.
Intelligent software application: Allows
automatic deployment based on the platform
condition. No end user selection is required.
Contactless sensor system: Non mechanical
sensors able to detect the platform status
without the need to came in contact with the
platform.

Competitive advantage

Competitive advantages:
Eliminates the need to have 3 different types of
devices to cover the operational needs for
ramp, gap filler and step.
• Cost reduction
• Homogeneous components
The device decides its mode of operation; not
the end user.
Self-adjusts to different platform scenarios.
Reduces operational delays
Provides access without differentiating
between physically/non-physically impaired
passengers.

Key competitors
Market barriers
Legal, normative or ethical requirements

Wabtec, Knorr-Bremse (IFE), BODE, HUBNER
TBD.
EN-14752
PASS & LOC TSI-PRM

Potential customers / sectors of application CAF, ALSTOM, STADLER, HITACHI, SKODA,
TALGO, RENFE
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The main market target is for REGIONAL TRAIN
(EMUs / DMUs) although TRAMWAYS is also a
potential market sector.
However, it could be installed in the subways.
KER’S Market strategy
Approach to KER exploitation / Business TBD
model
Early adopters
•
•
•
•
•

Go-to-market approach

CAF
ALSTOM
STADLER
RENFE
FGC

Marketing promotion of the product
• Publications
• Fairs and exhibitions (RAILIVE,
Innotrans etc.)
• Direct contact with potential
customers

Time-to-market

A firm order with a rolling stock manufacturer
has already been signed for the use of this
product in a regional train. Currently MASATS is
in conversations with other clients.
Investment and/or resources needed after There are under consideration, three lines of
the project end
investigation for further development:
(a) Create a version that includes only gap filler
and step modes (maintaining the intelligent
software and contactless sensor system)
(b) Integrate an innovative solution for weight
detection on the device when in ramp mode.
( c) Self-diagnosis for faulty/ or dirty sensors
KER’s IPR Management
Main owner/s of the result
MASATS
Other partners involved in developing the DICEA
result
IPR Strategy
The agreement between MASATS and
CARBODIN states that the intellectual property
of this device is 100% MASATS.
Software – Copyright
MASATS has already different patents related to
the ramp. Possible 2 patents will be done.
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Table 22. KER 11 Details. An improved train boarding device and its implementation process
Risk

Likelihood
(low, moderate, high)

Impact
(low, moderate, high)

Mitigation strategy

Capacity to
accommodate 100%
of the platform
scenarios

L

L

Sensor transmitting
surface becoming
dirty

L

M

The software
prevents the deploy
of the platform if the
conditions are not
met
The software will
include a selfdiagnosis test and will
deploy to a safe
stroke (I.e., avoiding
impact or collapse
with the platform)

Table 23. KER 11 Risks. An improved train boarding device and its implementation process

7.4.12 KER 12: Multi-material integrated joints and inserts for composite
manufacturing
Problem identified

KER’S Description
Two distinct problems have been identified in
traditional industrial construction.
1) Standard structural design normally
comprises manufacturing components and
subcomponents on different manufacturing
steps. This implies subsequent assembly stages
by means of secondary operations. Ultimately,
this increases weight at the component level, as
well as material usage, cost and time at the
manufacturing one.

Solution developed

2) Little material combination is found in
industrial
applications.
Hence,
usually
components are built in just one single
monolithic material.
The solution proposed in Carbodin will comprise
the following features.
1) Process integration will be maximized (i.e.,
one-shot manufacturing). Hence, the integration
of inserts for secondary assembly as well as
reinforcing structures will be embedded in the
main manufacturing process whenever possible.
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2) Materials of different nature will be combined
in a single structure in order to improve the
weight/performance ratio as compare as
monolithic materials.

State-of-the-art

Innovation introduced

3) 3D printed inserts will be developed to enable
novel features of conventional structures.
KER’s Market positioning
Process integration strategies have been
identified in industry where large structures are
being built, since in this specific application will
present the larger benefits. More specifically,
and to the authors knowledge, this approach has
been found just on aeronautical industry. Also, it
should be mentioned that it is normally limited
to the integration of ribs and stringers on a CFRP
monolithic structure.
This innovation will introduce several novel
features.
1) Introduction of 3D printed insert on structural
components

Competitive advantage

Key competitors

Market barriers

Legal, normative or ethical requirements

2) Process integration having sandwich
structures as the main constructional
component
As shown on deliverable D4.3 one-shot
manufacturing has exhibit savings of 50% in
energy consumption and operation, 30% in labor
costs and 7% in material.
Few composite manufacturers on railway
industry (i.e., most of them just develops nonstructural applications with lower mechanical
requirements)
Certification it is also a big topic for composite
implementation on railway industry (i.e., for
primary structure).
Cost of traditional metallic structures as
compared as to polymer-based composite ones.
At present this still represent the largest barrier
for market implementation.
Certification of composite materials it is still not
well developed (most of the standards are
defined for metal components)
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Adequate fire resistance levels need to be
attained (i.e., EN 45545-2)
Potential customers / sectors of application Rail OEMs (TALGO, ALSTOM, BOMBARDIER….)
KER’S Market strategy
Approach to KER exploitation / Business TBD
model
Early adopters
Rail OEMs (TALGO, ALSTOM, BOMBARDIER….)
Go-to-market approach
At present it is a TRL6
Full pyramid testing will need to be developed as
well as further additional developments
Time-to-market
Depending on the former (2-3 years)
Investment and/or resources needed after Search for further investment to take the
the project end
technology from TRL6 to TRL9.
This could be private or public investment.
Dissemination activities will be carried out in
order to assist this process.
KER’s IPR Management
Main owner/s of the result
AIMEN
Other partners involved in developing the CG RAIL, SMT
result
IPR Strategy
Trade secret.
Exploitation: Licensing, technology service or
consultancy services directly to industry
Table 24. KER 12 Details. Multi-material integrated joints and inserts for composite
manufacturing
Risk

Likelihood
(low, moderate, high)

Impact
(low, moderate, high)

Mitigation strategy

Standardisation

H

M

As mentioned,
certification of
composite materials
it is still not well
developed. This will
imply the need of
considerable funding
for reaching the
market due to
consultancy services
from certification
bodies and/or a
larger number of
experimental test.
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Table 25. KER 12 Risks. Multi-material integrated joints and inserts for composite manufacturing

8. Rules to be followed by partners to exploit project results
8.1 Ownership of the results
As included in the Consortium Agreement, Individual results will be owned by the party that
generated them.
In case of a Joint Ownership, this will be governed Grant Agreement Article 26.2 with the following
additions:
As set forth under Article 26.2 of the Grant Agreement, the joint owners must agree in writing on
the allocation and terms of exercise of their joint ownership in a separate agreement (“Joint
Ownership Agreement”) to ensure compliance with their obligations under this Consortium
Agreement, which agreement shall be drawn up as soon as necessary and in any event before any
industrial and/or commercial exploitation of the jointly owned Results.
Joint Ownership Agreement shall cover in particular:
-how the ownership is divided between the joint owners,
-how the jointly owned Results will be protected, including issues concerning the division of the
related cost of protection (e.g., patent filing and examination fees, renewal fees, prior state-of-theart searches, infringement actions, etc.),
-how the jointly owned Results will be exploited and disseminated and how the revenues or profits
are shared between the joint owners,
-how the possible transfer of the part of the Results owned by one of joint owners to a third party
should be managed, and under which conditions this transfer should take place,
-the criteria for ‘fair and reasonable compensation’ to be provided to the non-exploiting joint
owners,
-how disputes will be settled (e.g., via a mediator, applicable law, etc.).
Unless otherwise agreed in the Joint Ownership Agreement:
-

each of the joint owners shall be entitled to use their jointly owned Results for noncommercial research activities on a royalty-free basis, and without requiring the prior
consent of the other joint owner(s), and

- each of the joint owners shall be entitled to otherwise Exploit the jointly owned Results and to
grant non-exclusive licenses to third parties (without any right to sub-license), if the other joint
owners are given:
(a) at least 45 calendar days advance notice; and
(b) Fair and Reasonable compensation.
The joint owners shall agree on all protection measures and the division of related cost in the Joint
Ownership Agreement.

8.2 Access rights for exploitation
As claimed in the Consortium Agreement, Access Rights to Results if Needed for Exploitation
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purposes of a Party's own Results including for research on behalf of a third party shall be granted
on Fair and Reasonable conditions, which shall include appropriate financial terms to be agreed by
the concerned Parties upon written separate bilateral agreement prior to any use of the Results by
the requesting Party.
Access Rights to Results if Needed for Exploitation purposes within the meaning of subsection (i) of
the definition of Article 1.2 (i.e., for further academic and educational Internal Research Activities
outside the Project) of a Party's own Results shall be granted on a royalty-free basis, provided that
dissemination conditions specified in Article 8.3 and obligations relating to Confidential
Information are respected.
Finally, related to Access Rights requests, they “may be made up to six months after the end of the
Project or, in the case of Section 9.7.2.1.2, after the termination of the requesting Party’s
participation in the Project.

8.3 Background descriptions and specific limitations
Based on the Consortium and Grant Agreements, partners’ acknowledge the different
backgrounds brought to the project as also, the specific conditions for exploitation (Article 25.3
Grant Agreement):
EUT
Specific limitations and/or conditions for
Background
Exploitation
-

-

Algorithms
of
prediction
and
monitoring in real time of the surface
characterization in machining.
Integration multi-head in 3D printing Access to this background will be provided
Systems.
under fair and reasonable conditions.
Multimaterial and multitechnology
manufacturing system integrated in 3D
Printing

Table 26. EUT background and exploitation limitations/conditions
AIMEN
Background
-

-

Structural Health Monitoring Systems
or composites and for metal-composite
interfaces based on Fiber Optic Sensors
Automated composite manufacturing
based on: laser cutting, stacking-kitting,

Specific limitations and/or conditions for
Exploitation
If this Background is Needed for exploitation of
Results, Access Rights have to be requested to
be granted by AIMEN on Fair and Reasonable
Conditions. Specific conditions under which
Access rights will be granted will be set in a
separate agreement by the relevant parties.
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-

-

Automated
Tape
Laying,
OOA
processes,
embedding
sensors,
monitoring and process control
3D additive technologies for joints and
modular concepts for composites
manufacturing

Table 27. AIMEN background and exploitation limitations/conditions
CG-RAIL
Background
-

-

-

-

-

-

Special knowledge about design of
pultrusion moulds for composite
profiles with unidirectional and textile
reinforcements.
Special knowledge about design and
processes of joining technologies for
thick-walled composite structures
(with
composite
and
metallic
structures) by using lock bolts, blind
fasteners and other fasteners
Special knowledge about design of
moulds for large composite structures
(e.g., structural design, design
principles for low warpage due to
thermal expansion during curing)
Special knowledge about fire-retardant
composite systems for railway
applications (material properties,
design principles, …)
Special knowledge about crashrelevant
design
principles
for
composite
structures
(lay-up,
materials, design principles,)
Special knowledge about finite element
modelling, material models and
material data for composites.

Specific limitations and/or conditions for
Exploitation

Exploitation of this background needs a
written and signed approval by CG Rail in
advance. Patent applications based on this
background by any parties is not allowed.

Table 28. AIMEN background and exploitation limitations/conditions
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9. Conclusions
This document provides the plan followed by CARBODIN in the areas of communication,
dissemination and exploitation. It presents a comprehensive dissemination strategy for the
CARBODIN project and describes the materials and strategies that have been used for external
communication, along with the engagement and uptake of the results by relevant stakeholders.
A series of dissemination events have been planned, but the emergence of the COVID-19
pandemic altered the initial dissemination plan of the project. Nevertheless, the consortium
adapted its communication strategy to the new digital environment and assured participation of
the partners in key European and international venues whenever possible.
In addition, routes to exploitation, potential collaborations among project partners and potential
patents have been identified and describer further during this deliverable.
Despite the complex new reality derived from the pandemic, the exploitation and dissemination
activities have reached their potential and ensured that a real impact is generated from this
project, to partners, to the industry and also, to the European society.
The improvement and development of technologies in the rail sector is and will be key to
guarantee the quality of life and the efficiency of infrastructures and processes aiming at
generating the maximum positive externalities as possible.
CARBODIN has been part of this future that begins today.
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10.

Appendices
A.1 Dissemination & Communication activities

Category

Date

Location

Short description

Link

Press
release

02/10/19

Diario del Puerto
.com

Masats and Eurecat participate in
the Shift2Rail programme within
the CARBODIN project

Press
release
Press
release
Conference

11/10/19

Railway
Pro
website
Railway-News
website
Berlin

Masats involved in Shift2Rail R&I
project
Masats involved in Shift2Rail R&I
project
Information day S2R calls 2020:
Best practice Shift2Rail-Projeckt

Social
Media

12/12/19

EURECAT Twitter
account

Tweet at EURECAT
Twitter account

https://www.diariodelpuerto.com/eurecat-ymasats-de-railgrup-participan-en-proyectos-deinvestigacion-para-el-transporte-ferroviarioeuropeo
https://www.railwaypro.com/wp/masats-involvedin-shift2rail-ri-project/
https://railway-news.com/suppliers/masatsaccessibility-systems/
http://mobilitaetbb.de/sites/default/files/downloads/programm_sh
ift2rail_calls_2020_infotag_06dez2019.pdf
https://twitter.com/Eurecat_news/status/1205069
839418703873?s=20

Social
Media

12/12/19

Social
Media

12/12/19

Press
release

17/12/19

Composites
Aragón's
Facebook account
Composites
Aragón's Twitter
account
UIC eNews #673

Press
release

20/12/19

EURECAT website

Post about the meeting at
Eurecat's facilities of CARBODIN
partners
Post about the meeting at
Eurecat's facilities of CARBODIN
partners
Article in the UIC Enews:
"CARBODIN kick-off meeting held
from 11 – 12 December 2019 at
Fundació EURECAT in Barcelona"
Presentation of the project

11/10/19
06/12/19

WP
Concerned
WP5, WP6
& WP7

Number of persons
reached (estimation)
100

WP5, WP6
& WP7
WP5, WP6
& WP7
All

100

All

150

https://www.facebook.com/compositesaragon/ph
otos/a.228242447229689/2561297867257457/

WP1

200

https://twitter.com/composites_a/status/1205089
550848200705

WP1

1600

https://uic.org/com/uic-enews/673/article/carbodin-kick-off-meeting

All

100

https://eurecat.org/en/portfolio-items/carbodin/

All

100

100
150
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Annual
memoire

01/01/20

Rail Grup Times

Press
release

01/01/20

IFS RWTH Aachen
website

Website

04/01/20

Press
release

08/01/20

Press
release

10/01/20

Social
Media

31/03/20

Social
Media

31/03/20

Publication

15/04/20

CARBODIN
website
Lausitz Magazin
Zeit
für
Veränderungen
Ingegneria
Ferroviaria Issue
01/20 (page 59)
Composites
Aragón's
Facebook account
Composites
Aragón's Twitter
account
Materplat
website

Social
Media
Social
Media
CARBODIN
Flyer
Social
Media

02/05/20

05/05/20

CARBODIN
LinkedIn account

Social

06/05/20

CARBODIN

02/05/20
03/05/20

CARBODIN
LinkedIn account
CARBODIN
Twitter account
CARBODIN flyer

Masats and Eurecat participate in
the Shift2Rail programme within
the CARBODIN project
Presentation of the project

https://media.timtul.com/media/web_railgrup/RG
T_Memoria_2019_2020_20201126160609.pdf

WP5, WP6
& WP7

100

http://www.ifs.rwthaachen.de/startseite/artikel/?tx_news_pi1%5Bne
ws%5D=143&tx_news_pi1%5Bcontroller%5D=New
s&tx_news_pi1%5Baction%5D=detail&cHash=a1ce
e6a2ca88efba5388ef0f6170c325
https://carbodin.eu

All

100

All

100

https://www.lausitzmedien.de/images/printmedienausgaben/Lausitz
Magazin-Herbst-2020.pdf
Not freely available

WP1, WP5
& WP9

485000

All

1000

Dissemination of the launch of
CARBODIN website

https://www.facebook.com/compositesaragon/ph
otos/a.228242447229689/2795035987216976/

WP1

140

Dissemination of the launch of
CARBODIN website

https://twitter.com/composites_a/status/1245058
568375750659

WP1

900

Project announced in the
publication "Advanced Materials
for the Railway Sector"
Launch of CARBODIN LinkedIn
account
Launch of CARBODIN Twitter
account
Preparation of CARBODIN flyer
distributed to the partners
Dissemination of CARBODIN
activities presence in EURNEX
video presentation
Dissemination of CARBODIN

http://materplat.org/wpcontent/uploads/Documento-de-materiales-parael-sector-ferroviario.pdf
https://www.linkedin.com/company/carbodin

All

1000

All

100

https://twitter.com/CARBODIN_S2R

All

150

All

All consortium

All

100

All

100

Launch and running of CARBODIN
website
"Wie
Netzwerke
Europa
erschließen"
Announcement
kick-off

of

CARBODIN

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/carbodin_eurnex
-2020-visual-presentation-activity6642717024399175680-jNpb
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/carbodin_carbodi
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Media

LinkedIn account

Social
Media

10/05/20

CARBODIN
LinkedIn account

Twitter account launch through
LinkedIn
Dissemination of opportunity for
PhD position in CARBODIN WP10

Social
Media

12/05/20

CARBODIN
LinkedIn account

Dissemination of
website presence.

Social
Media

13/06/20

CARBODIN
LinkedIn account

Re-sharing of AIMEN LinkedIn
account on CARBODIN activities

Social
Media

12/07/20

CARBODIN
LinkedIn account

Social
Media
Social
Media

14/07/20

Eurecat's Twitter
account
CARBODIN
LinkedIn account

Social
Media

08/09/20

CARBODIN
LinkedIn account

Post on CARBODIN activities
represented
in
Materplan
publication
Tweet at Eurecat's Twitter
account
Re-sharing of DES ART LinkedIn
account post on CARBODIN
activities
Dissemination on publication on
SHM in composites

Newsletter
publication

07/10/20

Eurecat's internal
newsletter

Press
release

30/11/20

La
Vanguardia
.com

Social
Media

30/11/20

CARBODIN
LinkedIn account

Social
Media

11/01/21

CARBODIN
LinkedIn account

02/09/20

CARBODIN

Post announcing the first general
assembly and information about
the project
"Eurecat
contribuirá
a
la
fabricación de trenes más "ligeros
y sostenibles""
Dissemination of La Vanguardia
publication
on
CARBODIN
activities
Dissemination of publication on
HMI in transport

n-car-body-shells-doors-and-interiors-activity6642720024748412929-DRNO
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/carbodin_postdo
c-carbodinpdf-activity-66427220702559477767CF0
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/carbodin_httpsm
ediatwittimercomlargea27e95670da1dc29ekettspn
g-activity-6651184947228884992-L652
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/carbodin_aiment
eam-aimenct-automation-activity6686544993068294144-Xb9f
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/carbodin_advanc
ed-materials-for-the-railway-sector-activity6660849430113075200-07OR
https://twitter.com/Eurecat_news/status/1205069
839418703873
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/carbodin_3dcarbodin-hmi-activity-6703982400956854272-2cES

WP10

100

All

100

All

100

All

100

All

150

All

100

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/carbodin_aninitial-acousto-ultrasonic-experimental-activity6732227240844644352-Y45E
not available

WP2

100

All

all
Eurecat's
employees

https://www.lavanguardia.com/vida/20201130/49
808147614/eurecat-contribuira-a-la-fabricacionde-trenes-mas-ligeros-y-sostenibles.html
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/carbodin_eureca
t-contribuir%C3%A1-a-la-fabricaci%C3%B3n-detrenes-activity-6740534333519495168-6oTR
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/carbodin_shift2r
ail-activity-6767419999201067008-mmhO

All

7000000

All

150

WP10

100
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Social
Media

11/01/21

CARBODIN
LinkedIn account

Website

13/01/21

CARBODIN
website

Social
Media

11/02/21

Website

11/02/21

Composites
Aragón's LinkedIn
account
CARBODIN
website

Magazine /
Newsletter

26/03/21

Website

10/05/21

Social
Media

Re-sharing of S2R LinkedIn
account on CARBODIN publication
on HMI in transport
Presentation of article on
acousto-ultrasonic experimental
investigation of defects
Dissemination of the Eurecat
press article at "La Vanguardia"

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/carbodin_railactivity-6770282541246099456-Vwwi

WP10

100

https://carbodin.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2021/01/carbodin-paper.pdf

WP2

100

WP1

200

WP10

100

WP1-5-9

Worldwide

WP10

100

Composites
World
is
published
by
Gardner Business
Media Inc.
CARBODIN
website

Announcement of S2R issueing
call for mould tools as part of
CARBODIN

https://www.linkedin.com/company/compositesaragon-sl/posts/?feedView=all&viewAsMember=true
https://carbodin.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2021/02/huma_machine_paper_
summary_10022021.pdf
https://www.compositesworld.com/news/shift2rai
l-issues-call-for-molding-tools-to-producecomposite-door-interiors-demonstrators

News on CARBODIN survey N.1

https://carbodin.eu/2021/05/10/1079/

01/06/21

CARBODIN
LinkedIn account

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/carbodin_newsle
tter-shift2rail-activity-6816010007977488384-fGhe

Website

22/06/21

CARBODIN
website

Press
release

23/06/21

UIC eNews

Social
Media

24/06/21

CARBODIN
LinkedIn account

Re-sharing of S2R LinkedIn
account on CARBODIN presence in
S2R newsletter
News on CARBODIN G.A.
"CARBODIN
2nd
General
Assembly held remotely on 8 and
9 June 2021"
Article in the UIC Enews:
"CARBODIN General Assembly
held online on 8 and 9 June"
Dissemination of news about
CARBODIN G.A. on UIC Enews.

Social
Media

24/06/21

CARBODIN
Twitter account

Dissemination of news about
CARBODIN G.A. on UIC Enews.

Presentation of article on HMI
design

100

https://carbodin.eu/2021/06/22/carbodin-2ndgeneral-assembly-held-remotely-on-8-and-9-june2021/

All

100

https://uic.org/com/enews/article/carbodingeneral-assembly-held-online-on-8-and-9-june

All

100

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/carbodin_carbodi
n-general-assembly-held-online-on-activity6813777970214252544-nZRA
https://twitter.com/CARBODIN_S2R/status/14080
11075635851265

All

100

All

150
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Social
Media
Social
Media
Social
Media

24/06/21

Website

15/07/21

CARBODIN
website

Social
Media

15/07/21

CARBODIN
Twitter account

Social
Media

15/07/21

EURNEX
account

Social
Media

18/07/21

CARBODIN
Twitter account

Social
Media

18/07/21

CARBODIN
LinkedIn account

Social
Media

18/08/21

CARBODIN
Twitter account

Social
Media

18/08/21

EURNEX
account

Social
Media

01/10/21

CARBODIN
LinkedIn account

28/06/21
30/06/21

CARBODIN
Twitter account
CARBODIN
Twitter account
CARBODIN
Twitter account

Twitter

Twitter

Dissemination of news about
CARBODIN G.A. on UIC Enews.
Presentation of CARBODIN in
EURNEX newsletter
Retweet of S2R Twitter account
on
Newsletter
featuring
CARBODIN GA
Presentation of article on
acousto-ultrasonic experimental
investigation of defects
Dissemination of news about
CARBODIN article on acoustoultrasonic investigation
Re-sharing of CARBODIN twitter
news about article on acoustoultrasonic investigation
Retweet of S2R Twtter account on
CARBODIN article about acoustoultrasonic investigation
Re-sharing of S2R LinkedIn
account on article about acoustoultrasonic investigation
Re-sharing of S2R Twitter account
on article about SHM in
composites
Re-sharing of S2R Twitter account
on article about SHM in
composites
Re-sharing
of
Coordinator
LinkedIn account on CARBODIN
accessibility ramp with video
presentation

https://twitter.com/CARBODIN_S2R/status/14080
11075635851265
https://twitter.com/CARBODIN_S2R/status/14094
30048512282624
https://twitter.com/CARBODIN_S2R/status/14102
37588510842881

All

150

All

150

All

150

https://carbodin.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2021/07/acoustoultrasonic_carbodin_paper.pdf
https://twitter.com/CARBODIN_S2R/status/14156
63440241336320

WP2

150

WP2

150

https://twitter.com/CARBODIN_S2R/status/14156
63440241336320

WP2

150

https://twitter.com/CARBODIN_S2R/status/14279
08609795674113

WP2

150

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/carbodin_acoust
o-ultrasonic-analysis-of-defects-in-activity6834517266969722881-FCNn
https://twitter.com/CARBODIN_S2R/status/14279
08609795674113

WP2

100

WP2

150

https://twitter.com/EURail_JU/status/1427570036
697358337

WP2

150

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/carbodin_reallysatisfied-about-the-results-obtained-activity6849651855874650112-RjY4

100

94

Social
Media

01/10/21

CARBODIN
Twitter account

Social
Media

01/10/21

CARBODIN
LinkedIn account

Website

04/10/21

Social
Media
Social
Media
Social
Media
Social
Media
Social
Media

04/10/21

CARBODIN
website
CARBODIN
Twitter account
CARBODIN
LinkedIn account
EURNEX Twitter
account
CARBODIN
Twitter account
EURNEX Twitter
account

Social
Media

25/10/21

CARBODIN
Twitter account

Social
Media

25/10/21

CARBODIN
LinkedIn account

Social
Media

25/10/21

EURNEX
account

Social
Media

01/12/21

Rail Live! Twitter
account

Social
Media

03/12/21

CARBODIN
Twitter account

04/10/21
04/10/21
08/10/21
08/10/21

Twitter

Dissemination of CARBODIN
accessibility ramp with video
presentation
Dissemination of CARBODIN
accessibility ramp with video
presentation
Dissemination of CARBODIN
project video presentation
Dissemination of CARBODIN
project video presentation
Dissemination of CARBODIN
project video presentation
Re-sharing of CARBODIN project
video presentation
Dissemination of CARBODIN
General Assembly
Re-sharing of CARBODIN Twitter
account on Dissemination of the
project General Assembly
Post on CARBODIN presentation
at International Rail Vehicle
Conference by CG Rail
Post on CARBODIN presentation
at International Rail Vehicle
Conference by CG Rail
Re-sharing
of
CARBODIN
presentation at International Rail
Vehicle Conference by CG Rail
Showing of CARBODIN Door and
Ramp by Masats

https://twitter.com/CARBODIN_S2R/status/14439
89461319266314

WP5, WP6,
& WP7

150

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/carbodin_carbodi
n-accessibility-innovations-activity6850736519649488896-bHRl
https://carbodin.eu/2021/10/04/carbodin-video/

WP5, WP6,
& WP7

100

All

150

https://twitter.com/CARBODIN_S2R/status/14449
79759428128774
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/carbodin_carbodi
n-activity-6850749103983345664-mIvc
https://twitter.com/CARBODIN_S2R/status/14449
79759428128774
https://twitter.com/CARBODIN_S2R/status/14577
65650022215688
https://twitter.com/eurnex/status/145776623004
8260109

All

150

All

100

All

150

All

150

All

150

https://twitter.com/CARBODIN_S2R/status/14525
63164109869059

WP1, WP3
& WP4

150

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/carbodin_carbodi
n-carbodin-carbodydesigns-activity6858326771129974784-sHeH
https://twitter.com/CARBODIN_S2R/status/14525
63164109869059

WP1, WP3
& WP4

100

WP1, WP3
& WP4

150

https://twitter.com/RailLiveMadrid/status/146600
7025637367812

All

150

Re-sharing of Rail Live! Twitter
account on CARBODIN Door and
Ramp by Masats

https://twitter.com/CARBODIN_S2R/status/14667
16482717601798

WP5, WP6
& WP7

150
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Social
Media

03/12/21

EURNEX
account

Twitter

Social
Media

03/12/21

EURNEX
account

Twitter

Social
Media

17/01/22

CARBODIN
LinkedIn account

Social
Media

18/01/22

CARBODIN
Twitter account

Social
Media

18/01/22

CARBODIN
LinkedIn account

Website

31/01/22

CARBODIN
website

Website

18/02/22

Project website

Social
Media

19/02/22

Social
Media

19/02/22

Mailing lists

19/02/22

Website

24/02/22

Re-sharing of CARBODIN Twitter
account on CARBODIN Door and
Ramp by Masats at Rail Live!
Post on CARBODIN Door and
Ramp by Masats at Rail Live!

https://twitter.com/CARBODIN_S2R/status/14667
16482717601798

WP5, WP6
& WP7

150

https://twitter.com/eurnex/status/146671957697
7252353

WP5, WP6
& WP7

150

Re-sharing
of
Coordinator
LinkedIn account on CARBODIN
modular floor
Dissemination of news about
CARBODIN External Advisory
Board meeting
Dissemination of news about
CARBODIN External Advisory
Board meeting
Dissemination of news about
CARBODIN External Advisory
Board meeting & project
presentations

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/carbodin_shift2r
ail-innovation-modularity-activity6888788458551164928-EHjf
https://twitter.com/CARBODIN_S2R/status/14833
75102699917316

WP8

100

All

150

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/carbodin_carbodi
n-innovations-industry-activity6889140936517963777-8t7G
https://carbodin.eu/2022/01/31/the-shift2rail-jufunded-project-held-its-external-advisory-boardon-17-january-2022/

All

100

All

100

All

100

CARBODIN
Twitter account

Dissemination of news about https://carbodin.eu/2022/02/18/carbodinCARBODIN Final conference
online-final-event-routes-towardscommercialization/
Dissemination of news about https://twitter.com/CARBODIN_S2R/status/14
CARBODIN Final conference
94971537987883010

All

150

CARBODIN
LinkedIn account

Dissemination of news about
CARBODIN Final conference

All

100

All

1000

mailing list

CARBODIN Final conference to
interested stakeholders
Dissemination of CARBODIN
results video, WS8

WS8

100

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/carbodin_w
e-have-the-pleasure-to-invite-you-to-theactivity-6900736789238398976-LSpl
Project partners Dissemination of news about Offline
CARBODIN
website

https://carbodin.eu/2022/02/24/carbodinvideos/
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Social
Media

24/02/22

CARBODIN
Twitter account

Dissemination of
results video, WS8

CARBODIN

https://twitter.com/CARBODIN_S2R/status/14
96832650723708932

WS8

150

Social
Media

24/02/22

CARBODIN
LinkedIn account

Dissemination of
results video, WS8

CARBODIN

WS8

100

Website

24/02/22

CARBODIN
website

Dissemination of
results video, WS10

CARBODIN

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/carbodin_ca
rbodin-ws8-modular-floor-activity6902603802281930752-kcVD
https://carbodin.eu/2022/02/24/carbodinvideos/

WS10

100

Social
Media

24/02/22

CARBODIN
LinkedIn account

Dissemination of
results video, WS10

CARBODIN

WS10

100

Social
Media

25/02/22

CARBODIN
Twitter account

Dissemination of
results video, WS10

CARBODIN

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/carbodin_ca
rbodin-wp10-activity-6902604258513141760k36d
https://twitter.com/CARBODIN_S2R/status/14
96988057349861381

WS10

150

Social
Media

25/02/22

CARBODIN
Twitter account

Final invitation to CARBODIN Final
Event

https://twitter.com/CARBODIN_S2R/status/14
97135006606581771

All

100

Social
Media

25/02/22

CARBODIN
LinkedIn account

Final invitation to CARBODIN Final
Event

All

100

Social
Media

25/02/22

CARBODIN
Twitter account

Dissemination of news
CARBODIN Final Event

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/carbodin_ca
rbodin-final-webinar-250222-undefinedactivity-6902901149213822976-kQf8
on https://twitter.com/CARBODIN_S2R/status/14
97201626712522752

All

100

Website

27/02/22

CARBODIN
website

Dissemination of news about
CARBODIN Final Event

All

100

Press
release

TBD

UIC eNews #

Article in the UIC
"CARBODIN Final Event held
online on 24 and 25 February
2022”.

All

100

https://carbodin.eu/2022/02/27/carbodinfinal-event-held-remotely-on-the-24th-and25th-february-2022/
Enews: Planned
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Mailing lists

TBD

Project partners
mailing lists

Dissemination of CARBODIN final
newsletter

Offline

All

500

Website

TBD

Project website

Dissemination of CARBODIN final
newsletter

Planned

All

500

Social
Media

TBD

CARBODIN
Twitter account

Dissemination of CARBODIN final
newsletter

Planned

All

100

Social
Media

TBD

CARBODIN
LinkedIn account

Dissemination of CARBODIN final
newsletter

Planned

All

100
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A.2 Publications
PUBLICATIONS ACHIEVED DURING CARBODIN LIFESPAN

PUBLICATIONS PLANNED FOR UPCOMING EVENTS
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100

A.3 CARBODIN newsletter for in-person events
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A.4 Exploitation
A.4.1 EUT – Individual IP Claims and exploitation routes
N

Exploitable Result

1
1.1

Modular tools for producing different parts by vacuum infusion B,F
technology
Mould tool design for producing different parts for carbody
B,F

1.2

Material selection for mould manufacturing for carbody parts

F

1.3

Surface finish for carbody parts

F

1.4

F

8

Manufacture of inserts by 3D printing with special materials for
carbody moulds
Post processing of inserts obtained by 3D printing with special
materials (coating) for carbody moulds
Car body Structural Health Monitoring Systems for Composites
and for Metal-Composite Interfaces
Joining of inserts for modular tools for composite manufacturing
and the post processes necessary to obtain optimal surface
finnish and resinproof
Modular tool for composite door leaves manufacturing

8.1

Mould tool design for composite door leaves manufacturing

B,F

U,L,O

13

Modular interior's concepts for the floor

F

M,U,L,O

14

Virtual immersive interior design configurator tool

B,F

M,L,O

17

Integrated low voltage circuits in wall roof floor panel

B,F

M,U,L

19

Wide concepts for modular moulds

M

20

Modular vacuum infusion moulds for RTMlight

M

1.5
2
5.1

IP Claims Expl.
route
U
U

F
U
B,F

U,O

B,F

Table 29. EUT- Individual IP Claims and exploitation routes
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A.4.2 CERTH – Individual IP Claims and exploitation routes
N

Exploitable Result

2

Car body Structural Health Monitoring Systems for Composites
and for Metal-Composite Interfaces
Design of Wireless accelerometers and acoustic emission sensor
nodes for Structural Health Monitoring

2.1

IP Claims Expl.
route
O
O

Table 30. CERTH- Individual IP Claims and exploitation routes
CERTH has claimed to not have any individual IP claims for the CARBODIN project results.

A.4.3 AIMEN – Individual IP Claims and exploitation routes
N

Exploitable Result

IP Claims Expl.
route

2.2

System Designs of Fiber Optic Sensors

B

O

3

Automated out of autoclave process based on smart and selfheating moulds and membranes
Robotized lay-up and laser cutting preform for car body
composite manufacturing
Multi-material integrated joints and inserts for composite
manufacturing
Joining of inserts for modular tools for composite manufacturing
and the post processes necessary to obtain optimal surface
finnish and resinproof
3D printed tools and inserts for composite car body
manufacturing
Manufacturing process of co-cured and co-bonded composite
parts for composite car body manufacturing

F

O

B

O

F

O

F

O

B

O

F

O

4
5
5.1

6
7

Table 31. AIMEN- Individual IP Claims and exploitation routes

A.4.4 RWTH – Individual IP Claims and exploitation routes
N

Exploitable Result

2

Car body Structural Health Monitoring Systems for Composites
and for Metal-Composite Interfaces
Design of Wireless accelerometers and acoustic emission sensor
nodes for Structural Health Monitoring

2.1

IP Claims Expl.
route
O
O

Table 32. RWTH- Individual IP Claims and exploitation routes
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RWTH has claimed to not have any individual IP claims for the CARBODIN project results.

A.4.5 DICEA – Individual IP Claims and exploitation routes
N

Exploitable Result

IP Claims Expl.
route

11.1

An improved train boarding device and its implementation F
process

O

Table 33. DICEA- Individual IP Claims and exploitation routes

A.4.6 UPHF – Individual IP Claims and exploitation routes
N

Exploitable Result

IP Claims Expl.
route

16.2

Proposals of pertinent new HMI

B,F

Table 34. UPHF- Individual IP Claims and exploitation routes

A.4.7 EURNEX – Individual IP Claims and exploitation routes
EURNEX has claimed to not have any Individual IP claims nor exploitation routes foreseen with
relation to the CARBODIN project results.

A.4.8 UIC – Individual IP Claims and exploitation routes
UIC has claimed to not have any Individual IP claims nor exploitation routes foreseen with relation
to the CARBODIN project results.

A.4.9 VUZ – Individual IP Claims and exploitation routes
N

Exploitable Result

2

Car body Structural Health Monitoring Systems for Composites B
and for Metal-Composite Interfaces
Solutions for thermal & accoustic insulation
B

O

O

13

An improved train boarding device and its implementation B
process
Modular interior's concepts for the floor
B

16.2

Proposals of pertinent new HMI

B

O

17

Integrated low voltage circuits in wall roof floor panel

B

O

10
11

IP Claims Expl.
route

O

O

Table 35. VUZ- Individual IP Claims and exploitation routes
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A.4.10 CG-RAIL – Individual IP Claims and exploitation routes
N

Exploitable Result

1
1.1

Modular tools for producing different parts by vacuum infusion F
technology
Mould tool design for producing different parts for carbody
B,F

U,O

1.2

Material selection for mould manufacturing for carbody parts

B,F

U,O

1.3

Surface finish for carbody parts

B

U

1.6

Integral composite sidewall design

B,F

U,O

5

U,O

7.1

Multi-material integrated joints and inserts for composite B,F
manufacturing
Process simulation of realistic composite structure with B,F
integrated insert
Integrated composite joints for attachment to composite panels B,F

15

Modular manufacturing tool for interior composite parts

B,F

U,O

21

New layer structure laminates

F

U

22

New layer structure laminates sandwich

F

U

29

Creation of textile plies for part manufacturing

B,F

U,O

5.2

IP Claims Expl.
route

U,O
U,O

Table 36. CG RAIL- Individual IP Claims and exploitation routes

A.4.11 SMT – Individual IP Claims and exploitation routes
N

Exploitable Result

1

M,U

1.1

Modular tools for producing different parts by vacuum infusion B,F
technology
Mould tool design for producing different parts for carbody
B,F

1.2

Material selection for mould manufacturing for carbody parts

B,F

M,U

1.3

Surface finish for carbody parts

B,F

M,U

1.4

Manufacture of inserts by 3D printing with special materials for F
carbody moulds
Post processing of inserts obtained by 3D printing with special F
materials (coating) for carbody moulds
Integral composite sidewall design
F

1.5
1.6

IP Claims Expl.
route

M,U

U
M,U
M,U
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2

B,F

M

B,F

M,U

F

M,U

F

M,U

F

M,U

7.1

Car body Structural Health Monitoring Systems for Composites
and for Metal-Composite Interfaces
Automated out of autoclave process based on smart and selfheating moulds and membranes
Multi-material integrated joints and inserts for composite
manufacturing
Joining of inserts for modular tools for composite manufacturing
and the post processes necessary to obtain optimal surface
finnish and resinproof
3D printed tools and inserts for composite car body
manufacturing
Integrated composite joints for attachment to composite panels

B,F

M,U

8

Modular tool for composite door leaves manufacturing

F

M,U

8.1

Mould tool design for composite door leaves manufacturing

F

M,U

8.2

M,U

8.3

Materials selection for mould manufacturing for composite door F
leaves
Surface finish for composite door leaves
F

9

Structural FEM simulation of a composite door

U

10.2

Door design solutions for improvement of thermal behaviour

15

Modular manufacturing tool for interior composite parts

F

M,U

15.1

Mould tool design for composite train interiors manufacturing

B,F

M,U

15.2

Materials selection for mould for composite train interiors

B,F

M,U

15.3

Surface finish for composite train interiors

B,F

M,U

17

Integrated low voltage circuits in wall roof floor panel

F

U

19

Wide concepts for modular moulds

F

M,U

20

Modular vacuum infusion moulds for RTMlight

F

M,U

21

New layer structure laminates

F

M,U

22

New layer structure laminates sandwich

F

M,U

23

New kind of heated silicon membrane

F

M,U

24

Vacuum infusion monitoring with silicon membranes

F

M,U

25

Data collection with infusionated pressure sensors

B,F

U

26

Integration joints

F

M,U

29

Creation of textile plies for part manufacturing

F

U

3
5
5.1

6

B,F

M,U

U
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Table 37. SMT- Individual IP Claims and exploitation routes

A.4.12 MASATS – Individual IP Claims and exploitation routes
N

Exploitable Result

8

Modular tool for composite door leaves manufacturing

U

8.1

Mould tool design for composite door leaves manufacturing

U

8.2

M,U

8.3

Materials selection for mould manufacturing for composite door
leaves
Surface finish for composite door leaves

8.4

Manufacturing of inserts by 3D printing with special materials

U

9

Structural FEM simulation of a composite door

U

10

Solutions for thermal & accoustic insulation

U

10.1

Design concept for train door with Helmholtz resonators
between the door covers (HRTL, HRTL1)
Door design solutions for improvement of thermal behaviour

U

An improved train boarding device and its implementation
process
Manufacturing of inserts obtained by 3D printing with special
materials

M,U

10.2
11
15.4

IP Claims Expl.
route

U

U

U

Table 38. MASATS- Individual IP Claims and exploitation routes
MASATS has claimed to not have any individual IP claims for the CARBODIN project results.

A.4.13 ENDEGO – Individual IP Claims and exploitation routes
N

Exploitable Result

IP Claims Expl.
route

10

Solutions for thermal & accoustic insulation

B

U

10.1

U

10.2

Design concept for train door with Helmholtz resonators B
between the door covers (HRTL, HRTL1)
Door design solutions for improvement of thermal behaviour
B

10.3

Numerical acoustic model of a train vestibule

F

U

10.4

Acoustic wall solution

F

U

U

Table 39. ENDEGO- Individual IP Claims and exploitation routes
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